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Abstract 
 
The HSA12/22/12 evolutionary breakpoint region on SSC5q21 has been sequenced, further 
localized, and preliminarily characterized.  The existence and location of the breakpoint regions 
were originally determined in the human-porcine comparative map constructed by Meyers and 
colleagues.  Bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) fingerprint analysis and radiation hybrid 
mapping of BAC-end sequences was used to construct a minimum tiling path (MTP) 
encompassing each breakpoint region.  The MTP clones were sequenced.  The MTP sequences 
were then evaluated for similarity to human sequences using the NCBI cross-species 
megaBLAST program on Build 37.3 of the human genome.  The more centromeric HSA12/22 
breakpoint region displays sequence similarity to megabase (Mb) positions 2.593-2.807 on 
HSA12 and 17.583-17.672 on HSA22, and the more telomeric HSA22/12 breakpoint region 
displays sequence similarity to Mb positions 18.566-18.660 on HSA22 and 34.252-49.523 on 
HSA12.  The human genome coordinates corresponding to the HSA12/22 breakpoint region also 
suggest an alternative marker order to the marker order proposed by Meyers and colleagues, 
although additional research is necessary to finalize the true marker order.  The sequence 
evidence indicates the presence of transposable elements and AT-rich sequence composition in 
the areas surrounding each of the breakpoint regions.  The sequence characterization results are 
in agreement with several previous studies of evolutionary breakpoint regions and therefore 
suggest potential involvement of such factors in evolutionary breakpoint generation, although 
underlying molecular mechanisms remain poorly understood at this point in time.     
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Literature Review 
In 1831, Charles Darwin embarked on a journey that enabled him to plant seeds of 
thought that would one day revolutionize the worldview of how new species were formed.  This 
theory would eventually shift from a view in which each species is created individually, to a 
view in which species can gradually develop into new species.  Darwin sailed along the coast of 
South America for five years, collecting a variety of specimens, from South America and the 
surrounding islands.  Darwin later formulated his branching theory of evolution based on his 
observations of the mockingbirds he collected.  He found one mockingbird species in South 
America and one species on each of three islands in the Galapagos.     
Darwin proposed that the mockingbird species found on the mainland colonizing each of 
the islands would eventually have given rise to the species found on each of the islands.  He 
further hypothesized that a series of branching events led to the descent of all mockingbird 
species from a common ancestor.  Darwin later modified his branching theory to encompass the 
descent of all species from a single common ancestor, giving rise to the theory of common 
descent (Darwin, 1859; Mayr, 2001).  In addition to the theory of common descent, Darwin 
developed the theory of variational evolution.  The theory of variational evolution proposes that 
the most reproductively successful individuals of a population are those that display the most 
advantageous combinations of characteristics with regard to their environment.  Genetically 
distinct individuals are required for the evolution of a population, which takes place steadily and 
constantly over time (Mayr, 2001).   
Although Darwin made numerous significant contributions to the field of evolution, his 
theories did not address the underlying molecular processes.  In 1866, Gregor J. Mendel 
published several experiments, which contributed to the field of genetics what the work of 
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Darwin contributed to the field of evolution (Mendel, 1866).  When Mendel conducted his 
experiments with Pisum sativum, the garden pea, he established the existence of distinct units of 
heredity, or genes, despite the fact that neither chromosomes nor meiosis had been discovered 
yet (Sherwood and Stern, 1966).  Mendel’s experiments on the garden pea led him to develop the 
three postulates that are now regarded as the foundation for the study of how genes are passed 
from parent to offspring.  The first postulate introduces the concept of the dual basis of genetic 
characteristics by stating that they are regulated by paired unit factors.  The second postulate 
introduces the concept of dominance by stating that if the unit factors controlling a characteristic 
are dissimilar, one unit factor is dominant over the other unit factor.  The third postulate 
introduces the concept of independent assortment by stating that when gametes are formed, the 
pairs of unit factors randomly segregate, ensuring that each gamete has an equal chance of 
receiving one unit factor or the other.   
In 1879, Walter Flemming noticed that the nuclei of salamander cells contained 
chromosomes.  Upon further examination, he was the first person to observe the process of 
mitosis.  After staining the chromosomes, Flemming could describe, in detail, the entire process 
of mitosis (Flemming, 1882).  Flemming’s discovery was a step toward integrating the fields of 
cytology and genetics, and the work of Walter Sutton and Theodor Boveri would further 
establish the amalgamation of the two fields.  In 1903, Walter Sutton published a review of 
several cytological studies in grasshoppers, where he discussed the relationships between 
chromosome behavior in meiosis and Mendel’s postulates (Sutton, 1903).  Further analysis led 
him to conclude that chromosomes represent the physical basis of unit factors, and that there are 
many more unit factors than there were chromosomes (Sutton, 1903).  Theodor Boveri reached 
the same conclusions when he discovered that sea urchin embryos were unable to develop 
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normally in the absence of any of their 36 chromosomes (Boveri, 1902).  This led him to infer 
that chromosomes are extremely important for the proper development of an individual.  Putting 
forth these concepts was essential groundwork for linking genotype and phenotype, and greatly 
contributed to the development of genetic linkage maps.   
Linkage maps are genetic maps in which the distance between genes and markers of an 
organism is measured in recombination frequency, or how frequently they are inherited together, 
rather than the physical distance in base pairs.  Thomas Hunt Morgan proposed that genes reside 
in a linear order on chromosomes, and further hypothesized that genes in closer physical 
proximity to each other tend to be inherited together more often than genes with more distance 
between them (Morgan, 1910, 1910a, 1912).  Morgan validated his hypothesis by studying 
miniature-winged and white-eyed traits in Drosophila melanogaster, which are phenotypes 
associated with genes on the X chromosome.   Mating a red-eyed, miniature-winged fly with a 
white-eyed, long-winged fly and interbreeding the red-eyed, long-winged F1 offspring resulted 
in a small percentage of F2 offspring displaying either both mutations or neither mutation.  
Production of offspring with either both mutations or neither mutation suggested that 
recombination had occurred between the two loci on the homologous X chromosomes, and 
having observed only a small percentage of recombinant offspring indicated that the genes were 
linked.   
Morgan and his student, A. H. Sturtevant, further investigated the concept of genetic 
recombination.  Sturtevant recognized that Morgan’s proposal could be used to calculate the 
distances between loci from the percentage of recombinant offspring, and that the calculated 
intergenic distances could be used to determine the linear order in which genes are found on their 
chromosomes.  He calculated the intergenic distances for six genes on the X chromosome of D. 
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melanogaster.  Using the distances, he determined their linear order along the X chromosome, 
and integrated the order with the intergenic distance to develop the first genetic linkage map 
(Sturtevant, 1913).     
Family-based linkage analysis is the most common method in constructing mammalian 
genetic linkage maps.  The first family-based linkage analyses in humans approximated linkage 
between the blood group genes Lutheran and Lewis (Mohr, 1951), and between the genes 
controlling elliptocytosis and the Rhesus blood types (Morton, 1956).  Because large families 
and extensive sets of highly polymorphic markers are necessary for family-based linkage 
analyses, they were considered particularly difficult in humans.  Exploring alternative methods 
for genetic linkage map construction became necessary.   
In 1980, Botstein et al. demonstrated that restriction fragment length polymorphism 
(RFLP) analysis was a useful technique for assembling genetic linkage maps.  An RFLP can 
identify allelic variants by differences in DNA fragment lengths, as a result of digestion with a 
sequence-specific restriction endonuclease (Botstein et al., 1980).  Differences in DNA fragment 
lengths are attributed either to changes involving one or more individual bases or insertions or 
deletions of DNA blocks within a fragment.  Changes can alter the size of a restriction fragment 
either by removing an existing cleavage site or by generating a new cleavage site.  RFLPs were 
used in constructing the first whole-genome linkage map in humans (Donis-Keller et al., 1987).  
While RFLPs are abundant in most genomes, they display a relatively low level of 
polymorphism.  More polymorphic and easier to identify markers were needed to expedite 
progress in linkage mapping, leading to the discovery of microsatellites. 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification is a technique in which a small amount of 
DNA is amplified many times, resulting in a 2
n
 copy number of the DNA segment of interest, 
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where n=number of amplification cycles (Mullis et al., 1986; Mullis and Faloona, 1987).  PCR 
amplification of polymorphic markers can facilitate the identification of haplotypes, which are 
combinations of alleles at different loci inherited from parental chromosomes.  Once haplotypes 
are identified, linkage is determined by measuring the percentage of recombinant haplotypes 
comprising the total number of gametes formed in meiosis and comparing that percentage to the 
expected (50%) recombination frequency for unlinked loci.       
Microsatellites are repetitive sequences that are 2-10 base pairs long.  They are highly 
polymorphic in length, and are abundant and evenly spaced throughout eukaryotic genomes (Litt 
and Luty, 1989; Weber and May, 1989; Wintero et al., 1992).  This makes them useful for 
linkage mapping because most genetic loci should be linked to at least one genomic region 
containing a microsatellite (Beckmann and Soller, 1990).     
Analyzing porcine microsatellites highlighted similarities between the porcine and human 
genomes (Wintero et al., 1992) and increased the resolution of the porcine linkage map (Ellegren 
et al., 1993a; Fredholm et al., 1993).  Wintero et al. (1992) found (GT)n block similarity between 
humans and pigs, such as being evenly spaced across both genomes (~ every 30 kb) with 
underrepresentation in centromeric and telomeric regions; approximately the same number of 
repeat blocks; and similar partitioning into categories of perfect, imperfect, and compound 
repeats.  Resolution of the porcine linkage map was increased by genotyping microsatellites 
located in and around genes (Ellegren et al., 1993a; Fredholm et al., 1993).   
Construction of the first complete porcine genetic linkage map revealed that certain 
porcine linkage groups displayed a lower recombination distance between homologous genes in 
conserved chromosome regions, compared to other mammals (Ellegren et al., 1994).  A 
subsequent linkage map, generated by Rohrer et al. (1994), was the first porcine linkage map 
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adequate for performing genetic analyses on inherited traits.  Archibald et al. (1995) further 
improved the resolution of the porcine linkage map by identifying 22 linkage groups and 
assigning one to each autosome and one to the X chromosome.  Although, there were three 
linkage groups were not assigned to a specific chromosome (Archibald et al., 1995).  Combining 
the comprehensive linkage map generated by Archibald et al. (1995) with the microsatellite 
linkage map constructed by Rohrer et al. (1994) was speculated to cover the porcine genome at a 
resolution level of approximately 10 cM (Archibald et al., 1995).   
In physical maps, the distance between the genes and markers of an organism is 
measured in base pairs, rather than in recombination frequency, and physical landmarks of the 
chromosome are displayed.  Physical landmarks of a chromosome include genes, restriction 
enzyme cleavage sites, microsatellites, expressed sequence tags (ESTs), and sequence tagged 
sites (STSs).  An advantage of using physical maps over linkage maps is that markers on a 
physical map are not required to be polymorphic.   
In the early 1990s, high priority was given to physically mapping the human, mouse, and 
rat genomes, because mice and rats are used as a model for studying human diseases.  The 
physical maps of agricultural and companion animal genomes contained significantly less 
information at this time.  Comparative genomics facilitated selection of candidate genes 
underlying phenotypes of interest in map-poor species from the physical maps of gene-rich 
species.  The most common methods used in constructing physical maps include synteny 
mapping (aka SCH analysis), fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) mapping, radiation 
hybrid (RH) mapping, and bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) fingerprinting.   
Somatic cell hybridization (SCH) is a technique used for assigning genes to locations on 
specific chromosomes (Weiss and Green, 1967) and establishing linkage between genes.  Weiss 
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and Green (1967) found that thymidine kinase production only occurred when a specific group of 
human chromosomes was retained in human-mouse hybrid cells (Weiss and Green, 1967).  In 
1970, Santachiara et al. were the first to apply SCH to determine linkage between human genes.  
They found the genes responsible for producing lactate dehydrogenase B (LDHB) and peptidase 
B (PEPB) were linked.  Both genes were later assigned to chromosome 12 using SCH (Chen et 
al., 1973). 
Hybridizing human probes to porcine metaphases also elucidated similarity between 
human and porcine chromosome segments (Rettenberger et al., 1995a; Goureau et al., 1996).  
RH mapping is used to determine the distance between markers and the order in which the 
markers are found on the chromosome (Cox et al., 1990).   
In RH mapping, chromosomes from a donor species, such as pig (Yerle et al., 1998; 
Hawken et al., 1999; Rink et al., 2006), are exposed to a high dose of radiation to break them 
into numerous fragments.  The irradiated cells from the donor species are fused with cells from a 
recipient species, such as hamster.  DNA is isolated from the hybrid cells, amplified with PCR, 
and scored for the presence or absence of the markers of interest.  The probability that breakage 
will occur between two markers is low for markers that are physically close together on the 
chromosome.  If breakage does occur, the two markers will appear on separate chromosomal 
fragments.  Statistical analyses are performed to allocate markers into RH linkage groups that 
match whole chromosomes, and to establish the marker order within each RH linkage group 
(Boehnke et al., 1991; Walter et al., 1994).  A whole-genome radiation hybrid (WG-RH) panel 
was constructed in pigs, consisting of 152 hybrids (Yerle et al., 1998).  The 118 selected hybrids 
facilitated development of an RH map of SSC8, in addition to a region on SSC15 containing the 
acid meat (RN) gene.  Further analysis of the WG-RH map constructed by Yerle et al. (1998) led 
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to the development of a first-generation WG-RH map, covering SSCX and all of the porcine 
autosomes (Hawken et al., 1999).  In 2006, Rink et al. assigned 2035 EST loci to 134 linkage 
groups on the WG-RH map, further increasing its resolution.   
In BAC fingerprinting, DNA fragments of the genome of interest that exceed 300 kb in 
size, and can be as large as 1 Mb, are maintained in E. coli vectors.  The E. coli colonies are 
screened for the presence of insert(s).  Positive colonies are randomly picked, the DNA isolated 
and digested with restriction enzymes.  The resultant DNA fragments are separated by size via 
gel electrophoresis and compared pairwise.  Overlapping restriction patterns can be used to 
assemble the BAC clones into adjacent or contiguous segments, which are referred to as contigs.  
Yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) libraries allow DNA fragments of the genome of interest 
exceeding 500 kb in size to be cloned.  However, clones in the YAC system often display 
structural instability.  Structural instability in these clones can lead to deletions and 
rearrangements of parts of the insert, in addition to generation of chimeric clones.  DNA 
fragments in BACs are maintained with a high level of structural stability due to the F plasmid, 
which has unidirectional replication that is carefully controlled, and there is only one or two per 
E. coli genome (Shizuya et al., 1992).     
In humans, overlapping restriction fragments were assembled into fingerprint contigs, 
and a BAC fingerprint map was established (McPherson et al., 2001).  Venter et al. instigated 
BAC end sequencing in 1996.  As the name implies, BAC end sequencing involves sequencing 
about 500 bases of each BAC end, which starts at the point of insertion into the vector.  BAC end 
sequences (BESs) can be aligned with overlapping sequences from other clones, and can be 
distributed approximately every 5 kb across most genomes.  BESs are used to select clones that 
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display a minimal degree of overlap for sequencing across sizable genomic regions (Kelley et al., 
1999).   
The methods of somatic cell hybrid analysis, FISH mapping, whole-genome RH (WG-
RH) mapping, and BAC end sequencing have also been used in developing comparative maps 
between species.  Comparative mapping allows improvement of the current understanding of the 
human genome sequence, assists in the discovery of genes controlling phenotypic characteristics 
of interest, and furthers the current understanding of mammalian genome evolution (Andersson 
and Georges, 2004).  Comparative mapping between human and pig genomes resulted in 
approximately 90.3% total comparative coverage (Meyers et al., 2005), strengthening the case 
for using pigs as a model for studying human diseases.  Comparative coverage is the total 
distance of the human genome covered by porcine segments, divided by comparative length of 
the human genome.  Comparative length refers to the total length of each human chromosome 
after subtracting for a 3-Mb centromere and heterochromatic regions ≥5 Mb.  After a porcine 
gene has been mapped to a chromosomal region, data that describe the localization and sequence 
of human genes can be used to find candidate genes for that trait in the corresponding 
chromosomal region in pigs (Johansson et al., 1995).   
One of the first human-pig comparative maps was developed by Johansson et al. in 1995, 
and was based on both the porcine linkage map constructed by Ellegren et al. in 1994 and 
available physical mapping data.  The initial comparative map found 18 conserved segments 
with at least 2 markers between human and pig, with the average length of conserved 
chromosome segments about 37.0 cM and approximately 35 chromosomal rearrangements 
having taken place since the human and pig lineages diverged.  Conserved chromosome 
segments refer to segments of chromosomes in which linkage groups are conserved between the 
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two species, although the linear order of the genes and markers within a linkage group may be 
rearranged between species.  The results of the preliminary human-pig comparative map were 
calculated by using the farthest-apart markers in each homologous segment to estimate the 
average length.   
Rettenberger et al. (1995a) used cross-species chromosome painting to visualize the 
conserved segments between humans and pigs, using human-specific probes.  They confirmed 
the results of Johansson et al. (1995), and established a total of 47 conserved segments between 
the human and porcine karyotypes.  All 22 human autosomes displayed conservation with 45 of 
the 47 syntenic segments.  Goureau et al. (1996) expanded upon the work of Rettenberger et al. 
(1995a) by utilizing bidirectional chromosome painting, which allowed them to label 95% of the 
total length of the porcine chromosomes with human painting probes and 60% of the total length 
of the human chromosomes with porcine painting probes.   
Lahbib-Mansais et al. (2000) integrated both SCH analysis and RH mapping to map 58 
traced orthologous amplified sequence tags (TOASTs) to the porcine maps, based on their 
human positions.  Their results confirmed the comparative map data generated in previous 
studies (Rettenberger et al., 1995a; Gourea et al., 1996; Yerle et al., 1998; Hawken et al., 
1999), and furthered the resolution levels of conserved segments between humans and pigs.  
Furthermore, the number of porcine genes on both the RH map and the physical map was 
increased by more than 50%.  Pinton et al. (2000) used FISH techniques on BACs to map an 
additional 113 anchor loci and increased the total number of loci on both the porcine physical 
map and the human-pig comparative map to 482.  The results of Pinton et al. (2000) 
increased the resolution of both the porcine physical map and the human-pig comparative 
map.   
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Although somatic cell hybrid analysis and FISH mapping have been useful tools for both 
physical mapping and comparative mapping, RH mapping has provided the best resolution 
for these types of maps because it facilitates the addition of ordered markers, of both the 
polymorphic and nonpolymorphic variety, to comparative maps (Meyers et al., 2005).  A 
first-generation EST RH map, constructed by Rink et al. (2002), consisted of 1058 ESTs and 
greatly increased the resolution of the human-porcine comparative map.  The human-porcine 
comparative map developed by Meyers et al. (2005) consisted of 206 ESTs and 2068 BESs 
and were assigned to 34 linkage groups with 51 conserved synteny groups identified.  The 51 
synteny groups comprised 173 conserved segments, with the mean conserved segment size 
14.04 Mb.  647 out of 677 previously mapped microsatellites were also integrated into the 
comparative map.  Overall, the comparative map constructed by Meyers et al. (2005) 
provided approximately 90.3% coverage of the human genome, a significant improvement 
upon previous human-porcine comparative maps.   
Further development of the human-porcine comparative map contributes insights into 
mammalian chromosomal evolution.  Prior to the development of human-porcine comparative 
maps, Nadeau and Taylor (1984) conducted groundbreaking research that employed the lengths 
of chromosomal segments conserved between humans and mice to calculate the number of 
chromosomal rearrangements that have occurred between the two species since their divergence.  
This particular study also marked the advent of the random breakage model, which assumes that 
chromosomal rearrangement breakpoints are distributed uniformly and independently across the 
genome.  The study of breakpoints between humans and mice is an excellent example of 
innovative comparative genomics research.   
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A breakpoint is defined as a change in gene order (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003).  According 
to Bailey et al. (2004), there are two ways in which breakpoints can be generated.  One way is 
through a change in orientation, and another is through a change in chromosomal location.  The 
most common types of chromosomal rearrangements that contribute to the occurrence of 
breakpoints include inversions, translocations, and the fusion and fission of chromosomes 
(Pevzner and Tesler, 2003; Bourque et al., 2004).  The number of each of such rearrangements in 
a situation of maximum parsimony is referred to as the genomic distance between genomes.   
Two types of breakpoints commonly considered are clinical breakpoints and evolutionary 
breakpoints.  An evolutionary breakpoint refers to one that is generated by poorly understood 
molecular mechanisms, and is speculated to contribute to interspecies reproductive isolation.  
Clinical breakpoints have been implicated in such scenarios as cancer and infertility, although 
comparable mechanisms are suggested to have motivated generation of the two types of 
breakpoints (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003). 
Chromosomal evolution is speculated to occur by indiscriminate mechanisms of breakage 
and rearrangement, resulting in karyotype discrepancies and interrupted gene order (Bailey et al., 
2004).  Two models have been proposed for chromosomal breakage; random breakage model 
and fragile breakage model (Peng et al., 2006).  The random breakage model postulates that 
rearrangement breakpoints are distributed in a uniform, independent manner throughout the 
genome.  The fragile breakage model proposes that chromosomal breakage occurs primarily 
within somewhat short, fragile regions.  Such regions were subsequently termed “rearrangement 
hotspots” (Bailey et al., 2004; Pevzner and Tesler, 2003).   
In order to determine which of the two models describes chromosome evolution more 
accurately, Peng et al. (2006) examined synteny blocks between human and mouse, rather than 
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conserved segments.  Synteny blocks are regions of similarity between genomes that can either 
be continuously similar or be short regions of similarity punctuated by gaps and dissimilar 
regions.  They concluded that the fragile breakage model describes mammalian chromosomal 
evolution more accurately than the random breakage model does.  Pevzner and Tesler (2003) 
reached a similar conclusion, using an integration of statistical and combinatorial approaches to 
disclose the existence of breakpoint clusters in which the breakpoints were located too close to 
each other to be accounted for by the random breakage model.  Correspondence has also been 
established between breakpoints in conserved synteny in humans and mice, and blocks of 
duplicated segments (Bailey et al., 2004).   
Sequence tracts were required to be at least 100 kb in length for consideration as a 
conserved synteny block in order to eliminate false associations arising from any duplication or 
deletions occurring after murine-human divergence.  Segmental duplications are duplications of 
seemingly normal genomic DNA that frequently harbors genes or segments of genes, in addition 
to transposable elements.  Telomeric and pericentromeric regions were excluded from breakpoint 
analysis, largely due to their specificity for primate lineage evolution.   
The results of the human-murine breakpoint analyses performed by Bailey et al. (2004) 
found an association of segmental duplications with breakpoint generation.  This study also 
suggested that although there appears to be a strong association between the occurrences of 
segmental duplications and breakpoints, other mechanisms are also involved, as duplications of 
at least 10 kb in size accounted for approximately 26% of the breakpoints considered.  They 
concluded that the segmental duplications observed were specific to the primate lineage.  Since 
such duplications would have been generated after the divergence of primate and rodent lineages, 
they concluded that there is no direct causative relationship between segmental duplications and 
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chromosomal rearrangements between humans and mice, but that both small-scale duplicative 
events and large-scale chromosomal rearrangements occur within rearrangement hotspots.     
Various types of chromosomal rearrangements can produce evolutionary breakpoints, 
namely inversions, translocations, fusion of chromosomes, and fission of chromosomes.  
Rearrangements reorder genes with respect to their regulatory elements, delete multiple genes or 
parts of single genes, and can duplicate an entire genome in some cases (Coghlan et al., 2005), 
although no cases of polyploidization have been documented in mammals.  Breakpoints have 
been identified at both low- and high-resolution levels.  Breakpoints identified at low levels of 
resolution are generally several megabases long, can be visualized with a microscope, and 
involve deletions, duplications, inversions, and translocation.  Breakpoints identified at high 
levels of resolution, by contrast, typically include insertions and/or deletions (indels) at the 
nucleotide level, in addition to single base pair substitutions.   
An initial method by which evolutionary breakpoints were identified was chromosome 
painting.  Chromosome painting can elucidate the correspondence between chromosomes from 
two different species.  For example, if a chromosome from the pig corresponds to two 
chromosomes from the human, then the point at which correspondence with one human 
chromosome changes to correspondence with the other human chromosome represents an 
evolutionary breakpoint.  Although chromosome painting is useful for estimating an approximate 
region in which the breakpoint is located, such as which arm it resides on and its approximate 
position relative to the centromeric and telomeric regions, the level of resolution is relatively 
low.   
A strong association has been established between breakpoint occurrence and presence of 
repetitive sequences (Coghlan et al., 2005).  In some cases, repetitive sequences have been 
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thought to contribute to non-allelic homologous recombination, therefore advancing 
rearrangements.  In other cases, repetitive sequences have simply been thought to reveal 
regions of genomic instability.  Disturbances of gene order are not speculated to specifically 
cause speciation.  However, they are thought to indirectly contribute to speciation by 
enhancing interspecies reproductive isolation.  The mechanisms underlying how breakpoint 
occurrence might enhance reproductive isolation are not thoroughly understood.  A 
mechanism through which chromosomal rearrangements are speculated to enhance 
reproductive isolation is by repressing recombination, resulting in an accretion of post-
zygotic isolation genes.  Post-zygotic isolation genes are genes whose alleles are congruent 
within species and incongruent across species (Coghlan et al., 2005).   
Primitive genome rearrangement studies observed breakpoints in an independent fashion, 
without considering relationships or dependencies between breakpoints.  The explanation for 
such an observation is that microrearrangements within synteny blocks occurred at levels of 
much greater detail than the human-mouse comparative maps could display at the time.  The 
most basic example of associated breakpoints is two breakpoints that have been derived from a 
solitary inversion or translocation (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003).    
Analysis of breakpoint regions on chromosomes between other mammals will eventually 
characterize the sequence properties that render certain parts of the genome more susceptible to 
undergoing rearrangements.  Increasing the number of mammalian species that have comparative 
maps and are used in breakpoint analysis will also ultimately elucidate the reasons that some 
rearrangements give rise to clinical breakpoints and other rearrangements give rise to 
evolutionary breakpoints, and will contribute to the current knowledge of mammalian genome 
evolution.  A prime example of extending comparative mapping coverage is the high-resolution 
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human-porcine comparative map constructed by Meyers et al. (2005), which reveals approximate 
locations of several synteny breakpoints in pigs.   
Transposable elements have been documented as contributing factors to chromosome 
evolution in several cases, and are therefore a point of consideration in breakpoint analysis.  
Transposable elements are capable of integrating into the genome at a novel site within their cell 
of origin (Kazazian Jr., 2004).  Testing for the involvement of transposable elements will help 
reveal their significance in chromosome evolution and genome flexibility with respect to 
mammals.  Mammalian transposable elements are related and subdivided into two classes, 
ancestral repeats, which are already present in a common ancestor, and lineage-specific repeats, 
which are inserted into the genome after the divergence of the species being studied.  An 
example of a lineage-specific repeat is the Alu family in humans, a thoroughly-studied SINE 
family.  Alu elements constitute 11% of the human genome and are approximately 300 base pairs 
(bp) long.  They are made up of two similar 150-bp sequences referred to as the left monomer 
(L) and the right monomer (R), with a poly-A tail at the 3’ end of R.  Alu retrotransposition 
events take place in 1 out of 30 individuals.  Their insertion into various genes has been 
associated with such human diseases as breast cancer and hemophilia A and B (Ostertag and 
Kazazian Jr., 2001).   
Other mammalian genomes also have lineage-specific repetitive elements.  For example, 
an interspersed repetitive element, PRE-1, was identified in pigs and found in association with 
three class I MHC genes.  The PRE-1 consensus sequence was found to be unique to the pig, 
despite the interspecies conservation of MHC loci, leading Singer et al. (1987) to conclude that 
the PRE-1 sequence must have reproduced throughout the genome after speciation.  PRE-1 was 
found to display characteristics of short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs).  SINEs are 
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repetitive units 70-300 bp in length, with distinct 5’ and 3’ ends (Frengen et al., 1991).  The 3’ 
ends are often relatively simple sequences, such as a poly(A) tract.  Ellegren (1993b) suggested 
that 3’ poly(A) tracts in porcine SINEs display length polymorphisms, with an average of 12 
continuous adenines, and proposed that SINE 3’ poly(A) polymorphisms are an additional class 
of abundant genetic markers in mammalian genomes.   
Insertion of SINEs into a target site can give rise to 7-21 bp duplications in the target 
sites.  SINEs are often found in copy numbers upwards of 100,000 copies per mammalian 
genome.  Mobility and insertion of transposable elements have a positive relationship with 
mutagenic effects, and such a positive relationship is particularly pronounced in transposable 
element insertion into structural genes (Arnault and Dufournel, 1994).  Mutations can arise in 
conjunction with certain types of stress applied to the genome, including stresses of an 
environmental or genomic nature.  An example of environmental stress is climatic in nature, such 
as the Ice Ages, and an example of genomic stress is the insertion of foreign material.  Although 
transposable element insertion would be considered an insertion of foreign material, some 
difficulty is experienced with solidifying a connection between stress on the genome and the 
specific phenomenon of mobility and insertion of transposable elements.  Arnault and Dufournel 
(1994) concluded that both environmental stresses and transposable element insertions contribute 
to increases in transcription and amplification, and that genome structure is largely unaffected by 
unique sequence insertion.  AT-rich regions of the human genome are areas inhabited with low-
expression genes and accumulations of long interspersed nuclear elements (LINE) 1 (L1) copies 
(Smit, 1999).  L1s have TTTTAA target specificity, and human-specific Alu repeats incorporate 
into AT-rich sites using L1 mechanisms.   
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Transposable elements comprise no less than 45% of human DNA, and retrotransposons 
constitute the preponderance of mammalian transposable elements (Deininger et al., 2003).  
Most human retrotransposons are immobile.  L1s constitute 17-20% of human DNA.  There are 
more than 500,000 copies of L1 elements in the human genome, and of those, between 80 and 
100 are thought to be active in the average human genome (Deininger et al., 2003).  
Transposable elements are thought to have been, and to remain, under selection for maximized 
proliferation in the genome with minimized damage to the host.  Therefore, their activity is 
generally expected to be contained within the germline (Smit, 1999).   
Sankoff and Nadeau (2003) noticed that short regions extricated long conserved synteny 
blocks, and suggested that these short regions could be chromosomal neighborhoods surrounding 
evolutionary breakpoints.  Such chromosomal neighborhoods should have at least one distinctive 
feature that sets them apart from the rest of genome and makes them more susceptible to incur 
rearrangements.  Studies of breakpoint regions should help determine what these features are, or 
might be.  Once such unique features have been identified, the molecular mechanisms that make 
these regions fragile can be determined (Ruiz-Herrera et al., 2005; Ruiz-Herrera et al., 2006).   
Several concepts are central to the field comparative genomics.  The most important 
concepts include improving the understanding of various elements found in the mammalian 
genome, comprehending their organization in the genome of each species studied, and typifying 
evolutionary changes in genome organization (Sankoff and Nadeau, 2003).  Evolutionary 
processes impacting genome structure include, but are not limited to, inversion and reciprocal 
translocation; chromosome fusion and fission; gene, segmental, and chromosomal duplication 
and loss; and polyploidization and return to diploidy.  These events account for a vast array of 
prolific mechanisms for inserting external material, proliferation of repetitive sequencing, 
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massive ongoing sequence conversion, and complex patterning of frequency and size of the 
chromosomal fragments involved in more traditional processes.   
Analyzing gene order among genomes eliminates the need to conduct genome evolution 
studies with a gene-by-gene approach (Bourque et al., 2004).  Studying human and swine 
breakpoints will also contribute to refining genomic distance between genomes.  Genomic 
distance is the number of the most common rearrangements in a most parsimonious situation, or 
a situation of least change.   
Breakpoint regions in mammalian genomes are expected to consist of segmental 
duplications, in addition to transposable elements (Lemaitre et al., 2008).  Segmental 
duplications have been implicated in the evolution of both primate genomes and mammalian 
genomes in general (Samonte and Eichler, 2002).  They range from 1 to more than 200 kb in 
size, tend to have a non-random distribution across human chromosomes, are found in at 
least two locations in the human genome, and range from 90 to 100% sequence identity with 
each other.  Segmental duplications can comprise both high-copy number repeats and 
complete gene sequences.  They lack a set of distinctive characteristics, unlike most classes 
of repetitive elements, and they tend to reside in pericentromeric and subtelomeric regions 
(Samonte and Eichler, 2002).  Segmental duplications have been speculated to account for 
3.5-5% of human genome content, and are thought to have materialized within the last 35 
million years due to their 90-100% sequence identity (Armengol et al., 2003).  Genes present 
in segmental duplications tend to display sequence and gene-expression divergence at 
significantly higher rates than genes found in low copy numbers (Armengol et al., 2005).  
The contrast in divergence levels between single-copy genes and genes found in segmental 
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duplications is implicated as a contributing factor to the association between chromosomal 
rearrangements and rates of evolution.       
Determining the location and sequence of evolutionary breakpoints between human and pig, 
such as the HSA12/22/12 breakpoint on the q arm of SSC5, will facilitate the investigation of 
several phenomena.  It will enable the exploration of whether breakpoint clusters exist 
between pig and human, comparable to the breakpoint reuse phenomenon between mouse 
and human as discussed by Pevzner and Tesler (2003).  Studying the HSA12/22/12 
breakpoint will also contribute to determining the mean size of porcine breakpoint regions, 
and how many breakpoints are included within each region.  Additionally, localizing this 
breakpoint will enable the search for genes that may reside in the breakpoint region, based on 
genes corresponding to the appropriate human chromosomes.  Searching for genes that reside 
in or around the breakpoint region will facilitate the investigation of whether there is a 
distribution of genes across the complete breakpoint region.  Genes that span entire 
breakpoint regions are likely to have been disturbed by rearrangements during the process of 
evolution (Pevzner and Tesler, 2003).  Three genes expected to reside in or around the 
breakpoint region are Pex26, Tuba8, and Usp18.   
Peroxisomal biogenesis factor 26 (Pex26) encodes Pex26p.  Pex26p is a peroxisome 
membrane receptor responsible for recruiting Pex1p-Pex6p complexes to peroxisomes 
(Tamura et al., 2006).  Pex26 maps to HSA22q11.21.  Tuba8, an isoform of α-tubulin, maps 
to HSA22 and SSC5.  It is most commonly expressed in the heart, skeletal muscle, and testes 
(Stanchi et al., 2000), and has been implicated as a candidate gene for arthrogryposis 
multiplex congenita (AMC) in pigs (Genini et al., 2006).  AMC is an autosomal recessive 
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condition in which affected piglets display severe deformities of the legs and spinal column, 
and are not viable.     
Ubiquitin-specific protease 18 (Usp18) is a member of an enzyme family that cleaves 
ubiquitin from ubiquitinated protein substrates (Schwer et al., 2000).  It is expressed in the 
liver and thymus, and maps to SSC5 and HSA22q11.2.  Deletions in the HSA22q11.2 region 
have been associated with DiGeorge syndrome.  DiGeorge syndrome is characterized by 
aplasia or hypoplasia of the thymus, parathyroid hypoplasia, and cardiac aberrations present 
at birth.  Studies of Usp18 expression in pigs suggest that it functions in moderating immune 
responses to viruses, in addition to regulating signals from the JAK (Janus kinase)-STAT 
(signal transducer and activator of transcription) pathway (Ait-Ali et al., 2009).   
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Introduction 
There are two major goals in comparative mapping of humans and pigs.  One goal is to 
elucidate the genetic basis of phenotypes with both agricultural and biomedical significance.  
Another goal is to further understand the mechanisms through which karyotypic differences 
between humans and pigs originated, thus contributing valuable information to the study of 
mammalian chromosomal evolution.  One way to study chromosomal evolution is evaluating 
evolutionary breakpoints, which are found strictly in interspecies genome comparisons.  
Identifying features of evolutionary breakpoints in humans and swine, such as the HSA12/22/12 
breakpoint on SSC5q21 evaluated in this thesis, will contribute to elucidating the nature of 
mammalian genome evolution and facilitate the characterization of other human/swine 
breakpoint regions.   
Numerous human-porcine comparative maps (Johansson et al., 1995; Lahbib-Mansais et 
al., 2000; Pinton et al., 2000; Rink et al., 2002; Hayes et al., 2003; Lahbib-Mansais et al., 2003; 
Meyers et al., 2005) have suggested extensive conserved synteny between humans and pigs.  
Conserved synteny is the conservation of groups of loci between two species, so groups of genes 
that are linked in one species are also likely to be linked in another species.  Gene order may also 
be maintained in conserved synteny blocks, although this is not a requirement for classification 
into a synteny block.  Several conserved synteny blocks between humans and pigs display 
conserved gene content but rearranged gene order (Johansson et al., 1995; Rettenberger et al., 
1995a; Goureau et al., 1996; Meyers et al., 2005; Mousel et al., 2006).  Breaks in synteny, or 
changes in gene order, are referred to as breakpoints.  Breakpoints can be a change in either 
orientation or chromosomal location.     
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FISH and chromosome painting (Rettenberger et al., 1995a; Goureau et al., 1996; Pinton et 
al., 2000) can provide a rough estimate of breakpoint locations.  Initial chromosome painting 
experiments suggested that SSC5pter-SSC5p14 corresponds with HSA22, and that the remaining 
length of SSC5 corresponds with HSA12 (Rettenberger et al., 1995a; Goureau et al., 1996; 
Goureau et al., 2001).  Improving the resolution of the human-pig comparative map through such 
methods as RH mapping and BAC-end sequencing contributed the approximate human 
megabase positions of the synteny blocks to which the porcine chromosomes corresponded 
(Meyers et al., 2005).  RH mapping and BAC-end sequencing data suggested that the HSA22/12 
breakpoint region on SSC5p14 corresponds to 31.70 megabases (Mb) on HSA22, followed by 
107.57 Mb on HSA12.  Increasing the resolution of the human-pig comparative map has also 
suggested the existence of an HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region on SSC5q21, which is reported to 
correspond to 0.45 Mb on HSA12, then 15.99-16.66 Mb on HSA22, and 39.18 Mb on HSA12 
(Meyers et al., 2005).    
 Mapping genes on SSC5 that have previously been mapped to HSA12 or HSA22 
supports both the chromosome painting data and the RH mapping and BAC-end sequencing data.  
Examples of such genes are ACR (SSC5p15 and HSA22q13-qter) (Rettenberger et al., 1995b), 
TRA1 (SSC5q23 and HSA12q24.2-ter) (Calvo et al., 2000), CYP25 (SSC5p14-15 and 
HSA22q12-13) (Ciobanu et al., 2000), GLI (SSC5 and HSA12) (Nielsen and Thomsen, 2000), 
porcine TEGT (SSC5 and HSA12q12-q13) (Kim et al., 2003), MYF6 (SSC5 and HSA12q21) 
(Vykoukalova et al., 2003), NANOG (SSC5q21-24 and HSA12) (Yang et al., 2004), and TAC3 
(SSC5 and HSA12q13-121) (Li et al., 2005).  Likewise, mapping genes that have already been 
successfully mapped on SSC5 to either HSA12 or HSA22 further supports the chromosome 
painting results.   
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An evolutionary breakpoint region is an interval between two blocks of conserved synteny 
that is delineated on each side by end-sequence coordinates of those conserved synteny blocks.  
Roughly 20% of breakpoints between human, mouse, rat, cat, cattle, dog, pig, and horse 
genomes categorized by Murphy et al. (2005) were described as reuse, or having occurred in the 
same breakpoint region in different species.  Murphy et al. (2005) interpreted this result to mean 
that numerous rearrangements occurred at high frequencies, independently of each other, in 
identical regions of an ancestral genome in different mammalian lineages.  Seventy-one percent 
of those were found between mice, rats, and one or two additional species.  Intrachromosomal 
segmental duplications were found occupying 85% of primate-specific breakpoint regions and 
flanking inversions of homologous synteny blocks in 62% of the breakpoints.  Murphy et al. 
(2005) concluded that in these cases, duplications advanced nonallelic homologous 
recombination, and therefore chromosome rearrangements.  They also found that breakpoint 
regions contain, on average 17.6 genes per Mbp, when comparing human gene content to 
evolutionary breakpoint regions of rats, mice, cats, cattle, dogs, pigs, and horses.  This is a 
noticeably greater gene density compared to the genome-wide average of 12.3 genes per Mbp 
(Murphy et al., 2005).   
Breakpoint regions in the human genome have a median size of 26.6 kb, and 78% of those 
analyzed by Lemaitre et al. (2009) were less than 100 kb.  They also found a greater breakpoint 
density in GC-rich regions of the genome (0.6 per Mb) than in GC-poor regions (0.1 per Mb) 
(Lemaitre et al., 2009).  Longo et al. (2009) discovered that L1s and endogenous retroviruses 
(ERVs) were preserved sequence features in evolutionary breakpoint regions.   
 Identifying features of the HSA12/22/12 breakpoint will facilitate the characterization of 
other human/swine breakpoint regions.  The aims of this study are:  1) to determine the size of 
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this breakpoint, 2) establish its precise porcine map location, 3) characterize its underlying 
sequence and the sequence in the surrounding fragile site, and 4) determine whether there is a 
distribution of genes spanning the complete breakpoint region.  Aims 3 and 4 will contribute to 
the eventual elucidation of the molecular mechanisms underlying mammalian genome evolution.  
Based on the results of previous evolutionary breakpoint studies (Murphy et al., 2005; Longo et 
al., 2009; Lemaitre et al., 2009), it is hypothesized that the HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region on 
SSC5q21 will be less than 100 kb in length, its sequence will contain segmental duplications 
and/or inversions, transposable element sequences, an AT-rich flanking fragile site sequence, and 
that there will be a gene distribution covering the entire breakpoint region.  Although 
hypothesizing an AT-rich fragile site sequence contradicts the results of Lemaitre et al. (2009), it 
is retained in the hypothesis because AT-rich regions are less stable than GC-rich regions due to 
having only two hydrogen bonds compared to the three hydrogen bonds found in G:C pairs.    
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Materials and Methods 
The human-porcine comparative map constructed by Meyers et al. (2005) was used 
to determine an approximate SSC5q location from which to analyze the HSA12/HSA22/HSA12 
breakpoint region.  Comparing this comparative map to the physical mapping data in the 
Ensembl database (http://pre.ensemble.org/Sus_Scrofa_map/Info/Index) suggested that band 1 of 
region 2 on the q arm of SSC5 (Figure 1) (SSC5q21—genomic coordinates 5:56065357-
64690796) was a possible region containing the breakpoint location.  The data from Meyers et al. 
(2005) suggested that the breakpoints resided between microsatellite markers SW1987 and 
SWR1974 (SSC5:  57.9-101.6 cM and SSC5:  111.1-145.9 cM, respectively).  BAC-end 
sequences (BESs) 389B11, 351B11, 358B20, 388B11, 283A10, 414A10, 243B21, 285A10, 
431A21, and 248B10, and microsatellites SW152, BF192033, KIAA0819, S0018, SW1094, 
SWR1526, and SW904 are located between the outermost microsatellites.  Visualizing SSC5 
with the PreEnsembl pig map (http://pre.ensembl.org/Sus_scrofa_map/Info/Index) indicated that 
BAC clones within fingerprint contig (FPC) 5002 would encompass the breakpoint.  Contig 5002 
spans SSC5 from the centromere to the telomeric end of q25.3 (Figure 1) (genomic coordinates 
5:40792644-102786488).  According to the PreEnsembl pig map, BAC clones comprising contig 
5002 were selected from the CHORI-242 (CH242) porcine library to establish a minimum tiling 
path (MTP) across the putative breakpoint region.  The clones comprising the initial minimum 
tiling path are listed in Table 1.        
BAC DNA Isolation 
All BACs listed in Table 1 were grown in 100 mL 2X Luria-Bertani (LB) (20 g/L 
tryptone (Bacto
®
; Mt. Pritchard, NSW, Australia), 10 g/L yeast extract (Bacto
®
), 10 g/L sodium 
chloride) liquid medium containing 1 µL/mL chloramphenicol (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO).   
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Each flask of liquid culture was incubated at 37° C and shaken at 300 rpm overnight.  After 
incubation, the culture contents were poured into 2 50-mL centrifuge tubes (Fisher Scientific; 
Pittsburgh, PA).  The tubes were centrifuged at 3,000 x g for 15 minutes at approximately 20-25° 
C.  After centrifugation, the liquid medium was decanted.  To isolate BAC DNA, the mini-prep 
procedure from the NucleoBond
®
 kit (Macherey-Nagel; Bethlehem, PA) was followed.  Briefly, 
cell pellets were resuspended by adding 8 mL of S1 Buffer to each tube and vortexing the tube 
until the pellet was completely resuspended.  The E. coli cells were lysed by adding 8 mL of S2 
Buffer to each tube and gently inverting the tubes until two distinct layers formed.  The lysis 
mixture was neutralized by adding 8 mL of S3 Buffer to each tube and gently inverting the tube 
approximately 6-10 times.  The tubes were then incubated on ice for 5 minutes and centrifuged at 
6,100 x g, at 4° C, for 25 minutes.   
For each BAC, a resin column was equilibrated for DNA binding by pouring 2.5 ml 
of N2 Buffer through and discarding the flowthrough.  A funnel was lined with a filter, supplied 
by the NucleoBond
®
 kit, and placed inside the resin column.  The filter was moistened with a 
few drops of N2 Buffer, and the filter-column apparatus was placed on top of a clean 50-mL 
centrifuge tube to collect flowthrough.  The clear lysate from the centrifuged tubes was poured 
through the filter-column apparatus twice.  After the lysate had been run through the resin 
column for the second time, the column was washed with 12 mL of N3 Buffer to remove 
contaminants from the resin matrix.  The N3 Buffer flowthrough was therefore discarded.     
DNA was eluted from the resin matrix by pouring 5 ml of 50° C N5 Buffer through 
the column.  Eluted DNA (860 µL) was pipetted from the top of the flowthrough into each of 6 
1.5-mL microcentrifuge tubes (USA Scientific; Ocala, FL) containing 600 µL of 2-propanol 
(Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, PA).  The tubes were centrifuged in an Eppendorf 5417 C 
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microcentrifuge (Eppendorf; Hamburg, Germany) at 20,800 x g for 30 minutes.  The 2-propanol 
was decanted and 500 µL of -20° C 70% ethanol (Fisher Scientific) was pipetted into each tube.  
The tubes were centrifuged at 20,800 x g for an additional 5 minutes.  The ethanol was decanted 
and the DNA pellets were air-dried in a speed-vac (Labconco; Kansas City, MO) for 5 minutes.  
Once the pellets were dry, 50 µL EB Buffer were added to each microcentrifuge tube for DNA 
resuspension and the DNA was stored at -20° C.    
Isolated BAC DNA was diluted with Optima water (Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, 
PA) in a 1:20 ratio of DNA: water in a total volume of 500 µL.  Each dilution was analyzed in a 
Spectronic
®
 Genesys 5 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Waltham, MA) in order to 
estimate DNA concentration.  BAC DNA (1 µg) was digested with HindIII (20,000 units/ µL; 
New England BioLabs; Ipswich, MA) and the product was electrophoresed for 25 minutes on 1-
1.5% agarose (Amresco; Solon, OH) gel, stained with 6 µL/mL ethidium bromide (Promega; 
Madison, WI), at 100-150 V to confirm whether the BAC DNA had been isolated successfully.   
Human chromosome alignments in available BAC-end sequencing data (Table 2) 
(http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S_scrofa/mapping.shtml) indicated that the breakpoint region 
would be covered by CH242-138N21 (SSC5: 67725982-67852969 and HSA12: 2006792-
2007034) to CH242-196C11 (SSC5: 69020040-69189356 and HSA12: 37359555-37359725) 
because CH242-218A3, a BAC located between them, had an alignment with HSA22: 
16251145-16251283.  BACs aligning with human chromosomes other than HSA12 or HSA22 
(Table 2) were attributed to poor alignment quality and therefore disregarded. 
CH242-159A3, CH242-198G7, and CH242-19L5 are BACs (Table 1) that reside 
between CH242-218A3 and CH242-196C11 and were therefore candidate BACs for containing 
the more telomeric (HSA22/12) breakpoint region.  Their respective sizes are 120,941 bp, 
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175,364 bp, and 181,411 bp.  The largest candidate BAC, CH242-19L5 was selected for DNA 
shearing, blunt-end repair, dephosphorylation, blunt-end cloning, and E. coli electroporation.  
These five procedures were performed according to the protocols outlined in Version H of the 
TOPO
®
 Shotgun Subcloning Kit from Invitrogen
TM
 (Carlsbad, CA).   
BAC DNA Shearing 
Briefly, 3 µg of BAC DNA were added to 750 µL TE shearing buffer (10 mM Tris 
hydrochloride (Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, PA), 1 mM EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich), 20% glycerol 
(Fisher Scientific)) and the TE-DNA mixture was pipetted into a nebulizer provided in the 
TOPO
®
 Shotgun Subcloning Kit.  The nebulizer was connected to a compressed CO2 source and 
the DNA was sheared for approximately 2 minutes at 15 psi.  After shearing, 700 µL of sheared 
DNA was transferred into a 1.5-mL microcentrifuge tube.  Once the DNA was transferred, 80 µL 
of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2; Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, PA), 4 µl of 20 mg/mL mussel 
glycogen (included in kit described above), and 700 µL of 100% 2-propanol were added to the 
tube.  The tube was vortexed for approximately 5 seconds and the mixture was centrifuged at 
20,200 x g for 15 minutes.  The supernatant was decanted, and 800 µL of -20° C 80% ethanol 
were added to the tube to wash the DNA pellet.  The tube was centrifuged at 20,200 x g for 5 
minutes.  The ethanol was decanted, and the pellet was air-dried in a speed-vac for 5 minutes.  
The pellet was resuspended in 50 µL sterile water (Invitrogen
TM
).  The sheared DNA was size-
checked against a 1-kb ladder (Invitrogen
TM
) on a 1.5% agarose gel to confirm that the DNA had 
been sufficiently sheared to the desired 1-kb size.   
Blunt-End Repair 
The blunt-end repair reaction required 3 µg sheared DNA, which was 14 µL total 
solution.  The reaction was set up on ice.  The reaction volume was increased to 35 µL with 
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deionized water.  The total reaction volume was increased to 50 µL by adding 5 µL 10X blunting 
buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM MgCl2, 500 mM NaCl, 10 mM dithiothreitol, pH 7.9 at 25° 
C), 1 µL of bovine serum albumin (1 mg/mL in water), 5 µL of 250 µM dNTP mix, 2 µL of 4 
units/µL T4 DNA polymerase, and 2 µL of 4 units/µL Klenow DNA polymerase (all reagents 
included in kit described in BAC DNA Shearing) to the DNA-water mixture.  The reaction 
mixture was incubated at approximately 20-25° C for 30 minutes, and then at 75° C for 20 
minutes to deactivate the enzymes.   
Dephosphorylation 
For dephosphorylation, 35 µL of sterile water, 10 µL of 10X dephosphorylation 
buffer (0.5 M Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.5 at 20° C), and 5 µL of calf intestinal phosphatase 
(1 unit/µL in:  25 mM Tris-HCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM ZnCl2, 50% glycerol, pH 7.6 at 4° C) (all 
regents included in kit described in BAC DNA Shearing) were added to the 50 µL blunt-end 
repair reaction, increasing the volume to 100 µL.  The dephosphorylation reaction mixture was 
incubated at 37° C for 60 minutes.  After incubation, 100 µL 1 phenol: 1 chloroform (Sigma-
Aldrich) were added to the reaction mixture, and the mixture was centrifuged in a tabletop 
centrifuge at 20,800 x g for 3 minutes.  The aqueous upper phase was decanted into a new 
microcentrifuge tube and 10 µL of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2), 1 µL of 20 mg/mL glycogen, 
and 300 µL of -20° C 100% ethanol were added to the DNA.  The mixture was incubated at -70° 
C for 10 minutes to precipitate the DNA.  After incubation, the DNA was further precipitated by 
centrifuging at 12,000 x g for 15 minutes at 4° C, then 500 µL of -20° C 80% ethanol was added 
to the mixture, and centrifuging for another 5 minutes at 12,000 x g.  The ethanol was decanted, 
and the pellet was air-dried for 5 minutes in a speed-vac, prior to resuspension in 20 µL sterile 
water (Invitrogen
TM
).   
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Blunt-end, dephosphorylated DNA was cloned into pCR
®
4Blunt-TOPO
®
 vectors.  
The TOPO
®
 cloning reaction was performed on undiluted, 3-fold diluted, and 9-fold diluted 
blunt-end DNA.  Each of the three reaction mixtures consisted of 4 µL blunt-end DNA, 1 µL salt 
solution (1.2 M NaCl, 0.06 M MgCl2), and 1 µL pCR
®
4Blunt-TOPO
®
 vector (50% glycerol, 50 
mM pH 7.4 Tris-HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 2 mM DTT, 0.1% Triton X-100, 100 µg/mL BSA, 30 µM 
bromophenol blue).  Each tube was briefly tapped and flash-spun in a tabletop microcentrifuge.  
The reactions were incubated at room temperature for 5 minutes and then placed on ice.   
Electroporation 
The TOPO
®
 Cloning reaction for each of the three DNA concentrations was 
prepared for electroporation.  For each DNA concentration, 100 µL deionized water were added 
to the TOPO® Cloning reaction and the mixture was incubated at 37° C for 10 minutes.  After 
incubation, 10 µL of 3 M sodium acetate (pH 5.2) and 2 µL of 20 mg/mL mussel glycogen were 
added to the tube.  The tube was vortexed for approximately 5 seconds, 300 µL of 100% ethanol 
were added, and the tube was vortexed for approximately another 5 seconds.  The mixture was 
incubated at -70° C for 15 minutes and centrifuged at 20,800 x g for 15 minutes at 4° C.  The 
supernatant was decanted, 800 µL of -20° C 80% ethanol was added, and the mixture was 
centrifuged at 20,800 x g for 30 minutes at approximately 20-25° C.  The ethanol was decanted 
and the tube was centrifuged at 20,800 x g for 1 minute.  The pellet was dried for 5 minutes in a 
speed-vac and then resuspended in 10 µL deionized water.   
Upon resuspension, 3.3 µL of DNA were pipetted into 50 µL ElectroMAX 
DH10B
TM
-T1
R
 electrocompetent E. coli cells.  A 25 µL volume of DNA-E. coli mixture was 
pipetted into a chilled 0.1 cm Cell-Porator
TM
 cuvette (Gibco; Grand Island, NY).  Each cuvette 
was electroporated on ice in a Cell-Porator
TM
 electroporation chamber (Gibco; Grand Island, 
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NY) at 4 kΩ, 330 µF.  The electroporated samples were pipetted into 15-mL snap-cap test tubes 
(Fisher Scientific; Pittsburgh, PA) containing 1 mL room temperature SOC medium (2% 
tryptone, 0.5% yeast extract, 0.05% NaCl, 2.5 mM KCl, 20 mM glucose, 10 mM MgCl2; 
included in kit described in BAC DNA Shearing).  The tubes were incubated in a shaker 
incubator (Forma Scientific; Marietta, OH) for 1 hour at 37° C and 200 rpm.   
Between 100 and 200 µL electroporated cells were plated on 2X LB plates 
containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin (Sigma-Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), 50 µg/mL kanamycin (Sigma-
Aldrich; St. Louis, MO), and 20 mg/mL X-Gal (Sigma-Aldrich).  The plates were incubated 
overnight at 37° C.  Positive E. coli transformants were visibly discernible from negative E. coli 
transformants based on the appearance of white versus blue colonies, respectively, on each plate.  
Each well of a 96-well pyramid-bottom polypropylene deep well culture block (included in 
Montage Plasmid MiniPrep 96 Kit; Millipore; Billerica, MA) was aliquoted with 1.5 mL 2X LB 
liquid medium, containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin and 50 µg/mL kanamycin.  One positive 
transformant was inoculated into each well.  The transformants were grown overnight in a shaker 
incubator at 37° C, 225 rpm.   
Plasmid DNA Isolation 
Plasmid DNA was isolated from positive E. coli transformants as outlined in the 
Montage Plasmid MiniPrep 96 Kit (Millipore; Billerica, MA).  Briefly, each 96-well liquid 
culture plate was centrifuged at 3,000 x g to pellet E. coli cells.  The liquid medium was 
decanted and 400 µL Solution 1 was aliquoted into each well for cell resuspension.  The plate 
was vortexed until cell resuspension was achieved (approximately 1 minute) and 400 µL 
Solution 2 was aliquoted into each well for cell lysis.  The plate was inverted 8 times and 400 µL 
Solution 3 was immediately aliquoted into each well for neutralization.   Each plate was inverted 
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8 times, and 400 µL lysate was passed through a Clearing plate, into a BAC plate, via vacuum 
manifold (Millipore; Billerica, MA).  The Clearing plate was discarded and the BAC plate was 
moved to the top of the vacuum manifold.  The vacuum was applied to the BAC plate until liquid 
was absent from the wells, usually for about 5 minutes.  Proteins and other cellular debris were 
washed away by adding 200 µL Solution 4 to each well.  The vacuum was applied until all liquid 
had passed through the wells, usually for about 5 minutes.  DNA was eluted from the resin 
matrix by adding 60 µL Solution 5 to each well.  Eluted DNA was transferred from BAC plates 
to V-bottom storage plates (Millipore).   
Plasmids were digested with EcoRI (20,000 units/µL; New England BioLabs; 
Ipswich, MA) to confirm presence of BAC inserts.  The total reaction volume was 10 µL, 
comprising 1 µL CH242-19L5 DNA, 1 µL NEB EcoRI Buffer, 0.3 µL EcoRI, and 7.7 µL 
Optima water.  The digests were incubated at 37° C for 3 hours and electrophoresed on a 1.5% 
agarose gel, stained with 6 µL/ml ethidium bromide, for 25 minutes at 150 V.   
DNA Sequencing 
After confirming BAC insert presence in plasmids, CH242-19L5 DNA was 
sequenced in an 8.0 µL reaction volume containing 3.62 µL dilution buffer (Applied Biosystems; 
Foster City, CA), 0.250 µL BigDye
®
 (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA), 0.080 µL BigDye
®
 
dGTP (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA), 1.31 µM T3 or T7 primer (included in kit 
described in BAC DNA Shearing), 1 µL plasmid DNA, and 2 µL deionized water.  The 
sequencing reaction mixture was incubated for 90 seconds at 96° C, 15 seconds at 96° C, 15 
seconds at 53° C, and 3 minutes at 60° C.  The cycle was repeated 44 times, followed by a 10-
minute incubation at 60° C and an arbitrary incubation at 10° C until removal from the 
thermocycler.  After removal from the thermocycler, 3 µL of deionized water were added to each 
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well of the 96-well plate, followed by transfer to a non-skirted plate (Millipore; Union City, CA).  
The non-skirted plate was flash-spun and submitted to the W.M. Keck Center for Comparative 
and Functional Genomics for purification and capillary electrophoresis.  Sequence data was 
gathered using an ABI 3730XL DNA Analyzer (Applied Biosystems; Foster City, CA) capillary 
system.  Fourteen 96-well plates were sequenced prior to contig assembly.    
 
Contig Assembly 
CodonCode software (CodonCode Corporation, Dedham, MA) 
(www.codoncode.com/interphace/) was implemented to select AutoPhred for base calling.  
Phrap was exported to assemble sequenced CH242-19L5 segments into 70 contigs.  The contigs 
ranged from 650 to 40207 bp in size.  Contigs less than 2 kb in size were excluded from the 
BLAST analysis.  Contigs greater than 2 kb in size, along with their initial BLAST results, are 
listed in Table 3.  Contigs 62, 64, and 66-70 displayed hits on HSA22 using the BLAST 
algorithm on Build 36.3 of the human genome.  The cross-species megaBLAST program was 
selected, with an expected value of 0.0001, from a pull-down menu prior to submitting each 
contig for BLAST alignment.   
Contigs 62, 64, 67, 68, and 69 displayed a 3’5’ orientation with respect to the 
human genome.  Reverse complements were retrieved for each of their sequences prior to 
designing primers.  Base quality scores of 20 were used as the cut-off value for accepting the 
base as called.  Bases whose quality scores were less than 20 were trimmed off the ends of each 
contig used in the analysis prior to designing primers.  The contigs in Table 3 were also 
compared to the E. coli genome using BLAST.  Sequences displaying similarity to the E. coli 
genome had the ends trimmed off of each contig prior to designing primers.   
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PCR Amplification 
Primers were designed using Primer Designer 2 (Scientific and Educational 
Software; Cary, NC).  The contigs to be joined, GC content, annealing temperature, and 
sequence of each primer are listed in Table 4.  CH242-19L5 plasmid DNA was diluted from a 
concentration of 89 ng/µL to a concentration of 10 pg/µL.  For each primer pair, 30 pg of DNA 
was added to 1 µL 10X buffer, 200 µM dNTP, 0.05 µM of forward primer, 0.05 µM reverse 
primer, 0.025 units/µL of HotStarTaq DNA polymerase (Qiagen; Valencia, CA), and 5.35 µL 
water.  The reaction mixture was incubated at 95° C for 15 minutes.  After the 15-minute 
incubation, denaturation occurred at 94° C for 30 seconds, followed by primer annealing at 62° C 
for 45 seconds, and extension at 72° C for 1 minute 25 seconds.  The cycle was repeated 39 
times, followed by a 45-minute final extension at 72° C and 5-minute incubation at 10° C.   
PCR products bridging the gaps between contigs 62 and 68 (6268), 68 and 69 
(6869), 69 and 64 (6964), and 64 and 66 (6466) were cloned into a vector using the TOPO® 
Shotgun Subcloning Kit and chemically transformed into E. coli cells for DNA isolation and 
further sequencing.  PCR products were cloned into a vector by combining 1 µL salt solution 
(1.2 M NaCl, 0.06 M MgCl2), 1 µL TOPO® vector, and either 2 µL (6268, 6964) or 3 µL (6869, 
6466) PCR product with water added to increase total reaction volume to 6 µL.  The reaction 
mixture was mixed gently and incubated at approximately 20-25° C for approximately 5 
minutes.   
Transformation 
For transformation, 2 µL of each reaction mixture was added to a vial of OneShot 
Top10 chemically competent cells (Invitrogen
TM
; Carlsbad, CA).  The ligation reaction/cell 
mixture was incubated on ice for 5-30 minutes and then heat shocked in a 42° C water bath for 
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30 seconds.  Each vial of ligation reaction/cell mixture had 250 µL SOC medium added.  The 
vials were then shaken horizontally at 200 rpm, 37° C, for one hour.  For each transformation 
reaction, the reaction mixture was plated onto two 2x LB agar plates that contained 100 µg/mL 
ampicillin and 50 µg/mL kanamycin, with 10 µL on one plate and 50 µL on the other.  Total 
plated volume per plate was increased to 30 µL and 70 µL, respectively, by adding 20 µL of 
SOC medium to each volume of reaction mixture prior to plating.  The 2x LB agar plates were 
incubated overnight at 37° C. The greatest number of colonies obtained from any transformation 
was 21 (PCR product of 6869, 50 µL volume plated).  Since the transformation reactions were 
inefficient, one (PCR product of 6466) was repeated.  The only difference from the procedure 
described above was the change of chemically competent cells from OneShot Top10 to One-Shot 
Mach1-T1
R
.  Zero colonies were obtained; as a result, PCRs were repeated as described in PCR 
Amplification to generate more PCR product for electroporation.   
After more PCR products were generated, the vector cloning procedure was 
repeated as described previously.  The only deviation from that procedure was that the salt 
solution used in the chemically competent transformation was diluted 4-fold for use in the 
electrocompetent transformation.  The electroporation reaction was performed as described 
previously.  Colonies were picked, plasmids were isolated and checked for inserts, and 
sequencing was performed as described in Plasmid DNA Isolation and DNA Sequencing.   
Further Contig Assembly, PCR Amplification, and Sequenced BAC Availability 
The sequenced PCR products were assembled into 58 contigs.  The contigs ranged 
from 771 to 75387 bp in size.  The 15 largest contigs were aligned with Build 36.3 of the E. coli 
genome, using the BLAST algorithm.  Poor-quality bases were removed from the ends of the 
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sequences as described previously.  Primers were designed using Primer 2.  The contigs joined, 
the GC content, the annealing temperature, and the sequence of each primer are listed in Table 5.   
PCR conditions were Taq activation at 95° C for 5 minutes, denaturation at 94° C 
for 1 minute, primer annealing at 62° C for 1 minute, and extension at 72° C for 3 minutes, 
cycled 35 times, with a final extension at 72° C for 5 minutes.  All samples failed to amplify, 
suggesting that the 62° C annealing temperature calculated by Primer 2 during primer design 
may have been too high.  Gradient PCRs were subsequently performed, testing annealing 
temperatures ranging from 55° C to 78° C.  All other PCR conditions remained the same as those 
described in PCR Amplification.   
When all gradient PCRs were unsuccessful, the possibility that a GC-rich or 
hairpin-loop structure was inhibiting the PCR was addressed.  As a result, DyNAzyme EXT 
polymerase (Finnzymes; Vantaa, Finland) was implemented in place of Taq and a gradient PCR, 
testing annealing temperatures from 55° C to 65° C, was performed.  All other PCR conditions 
remained the same as those listed above.  Annealing temperatures 56.7° C and 57.8° C amplified 
the expected region successfully.   
At the same time gradient PCRs were being performed with DyNAzyme EXT 
polymerase, and before any sequencing took place on the resultant PCR products, an increase in 
accessioned BACs on the porcine physical map became available.  Upon this increase in 
accessioned BAC availability, the putative breakpoint region was approximately covered by 
accessioned BACs with working draft sequences.  Approximately the same area of SSC5 was 
spanned.  These BACs, along with the BACs listed in Table 1 whose approximate area they 
cover, are listed with their accession numbers in Table 6.   
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The BACs selected for the final minimum tiling path are from the CH242 library 
(Table 7).  Each BAC sequence was aligned with Build 37.3 of the human genome using the 
BLAST algorithm.  Prior to human genome alignment, all BAC sequences were masked with 
Repeat Masker (http://www.repeatmasker.org) to avoid producing significant alignments with 
other chromosomes.  The cross-species megaBLAST program was selected, with an expected 
value of 0.0001 selected from a pull-down menu prior to submitting each clone for BLAST 
alignment.  Human genome alignment and sequence annotation of the BACs (Table 6) is 
discussed in the Results.   
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Results 
 
Aligning repeat-masked BACs (Table 6) with Build 37.3 of the human genome, using 
BLAST, revealed BACs that matched with HSA12, HSA22, both, or neither.  For all BACs 
discussed within this thesis, two contiguous segments, or contigs, are referred to as belonging to 
the same fragment chain if order and orientation information were inferred from paired 
sequencing reads that appeared to span the gap between them.  Gap sizes were unknown but 
arbitrarily represented as N100.   
Repetitive elements were masked using the ABBlast/WUBlast search engine in 
RepeatMasker, with pig as the DNA source.  Categories of repetitive elements screened were 
SINEs, LINEs, LTR elements, DNA elements, small RNA, satellites, simple repeats, low 
complexity, and unclassified.  Sub-categories of SINEs masked included Alu/B1 repeats and 
MIRs.  Types of LINEs masked included LINE1, LINE2, L3/CR1, and RTE repeats.  Types of 
LTR elements masked included ERVL, ERVL-MaLRs, ERV class I and ERV class II.  DNA 
elements included hAT-Charlie and TcMar-Tigger.  Repetitive element subcategories are 
reported as percentage of the entire sequence, rather than percentage of the repetitive element 
category itself.  For example, a sequence containing 10% LINE1 elements refers to 10% of the 
whole sequence submitted to RepeatMasker, rather than 10% of the repetitive elements that were 
masked.   
CH242-195D5 spans from SSC5: 66159809-66437971.  Its working draft sequence is an 
approximate 209,628 bp in size and consists of 10 unordered contigs.  The contig containing 1-
11,261 bp of the insert is adjacent to the T7 end of the vector and is part of fragment chain 1.  
The next 2 contigs (11,362-17,804 bp and 17,905-47,933 bp) also were assigned to fragment 
chain 1.  Five contigs (48,034-112,645 bp; 112,746-118,192 bp; 118,293-128,629 bp; 128,730-
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158,046 bp; and 158,147-198,629 bp) were assigned to fragment chain 2.  The remaining 2 
contigs (198,730-205,871 bp and 205,972-209,628 bp) are unnumbered fragment chains.   
CH242-195D5 has 51.05% GC content.  Masking repetitive elements from the sequence 
resulted in masking 37.80% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 
36.86% of the sequence, 0.61% of the sequence comprises simple repeats, and 0.33% of the 
sequence is low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 22.39% SINEs, 11.09% LINEs, and 1.63% 
LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 2.86% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 8.32% are LINE1, 2.39% are LINE2, and 
0.37% is L3/CR1s.  The proportion of LTR elements is 0.30% ERVLs, 0.81% ERVL-MaLRs, 
and 0.39% ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 1.75% of the insert, including 1.07% hAT-
Charlie and 0.47% TcMar-Tigger.   
Repeat-masking and performing BLAST analysis on CH242-195D5 revealed a 3’5’ 
orientation alignment with HSA12: 2768525-3035381.  Genes spanned include FKBP4, ITFG2, 
NRIP2, LOC100507424, FOXM1, C12orf32, TULP3, and TEAD4.  Fragment chain order, 
according to human genome alignment, appears to be fragment chain 2 (198,629-158,147 bp; 
158,046-128,730 bp; 128,629 bp-118,293 bp; 118,192-112,746 bp; and 112,645-48,034 bp); 
unnumbered fragment chain 209,628-205,972 bp; unnumbered fragment chain 205,871-198,730 
bp; and fragment chain 1 (47,933-17,905 bp; 17,804-11,362 bp; and 11,261-1 bp).  Table 8 
contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-masked CH242-195D5 contig.   
CH242-283A11 spans from approximately SSC5: 66280749-66437971.  It has an 
approximate insert size of 181,587 bp.  Its working draft sequence contains 9 unordered contigs.  
Performing BLAST alignment on repeat-masked CH242-283A11 revealed alignments with 
HSA12: 67332-9586014 and HSA22: 19043848-19044027.  Genes spanned include FKBP4, 
ITFG2, DDX12P, LOC642846, and IQSEC3 on HSA12, and DGCR2 on HSA22.  The contig 
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containing 1-38,339 bp of the insert is adjacent to the T7 end of the vector and an unnumbered 
fragment chain.  Four contigs (38,440-60,929 bp, 61,030-70,086 bp, 70,187-93,504 bp, and 
93,605-96,675 bp) belong to fragment chain 1.  Three contigs (96,776-145,453 bp, 145,554-
156,193 bp, and 156,294-168,892 bp) are unnumbered fragments.  The contig that covers 
168,993-181,587 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector, and is also unnumbered.   
The GC content of CH242-283A11 is 50.76%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive 
elements resulted in masking 41.25% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats 
make up 40.48% of the sequence, 0.43% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.33% of 
the sequence is low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 18.15% SINEs, 14.99% LINEs, and 
5.00% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 3.49% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 11.79% are LINE1, 2.36% are 
LINE2, and 0.84% are L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 1.02% are ERVLs, 1.99% are ERVL-
MaLRs, and 1.99% are ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 2.35% of the insert, including 
0.75% hAT-Charlie and 0.88% TcMar-Tigger.   
Based on human genome alignment data, fragment chain order appears to be fragment 
chain 1 (contigs 70,187-93,504 bp and 61,030-70,086 bp); unnumbered fragments (156,294-
168,892 bp, 145,554-156,193 bp, 168,993-181,587 bp, 1-38,339 bp, and 96,776-145,453 bp); 
and an additional contig belonging to fragment chain 1 (38,440-60,929 bp).  Contig 156,294-
168,892 bp also aligns with HSA22: 19043848-19044027, but only 179 bp of the contig actually 
align.  Of the 8 contigs aligning with HSA12, 6 display 3’5’ orientation with respect to the 
human genome.  Table 9 contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-masked CH242-
283A11 contig.   
CH242-281C17 spans from SSC5: 66885449-67042671.  Its insert size is approximately 
192,807 bp.  Its working draft sequence consists of 11 unordered fragments.  Comparing repeat-
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masked CH242-281C17 with the human genome revealed alignments with HSA12:  807985-
1020699, which contains the WNK1 gene.  The contig containing 1-11,065 bp of the insert is 
adjacent to the SP6 side of the vector, and belongs to fragment chain 1.  Three contigs (11,166-
17,695 bp, 17,796-99,663 bp, and 99,764-123,482 bp) also belong to fragment chain 1.  Three 
contigs (123,583-134,707 bp, 134,808-144,175 bp, and 144,276-165,389 bp) are part of fragment 
chain 2.  Two contigs (165,490-172,117 bp and 172,218-178,708 bp) belong to fragment chain 3, 
and the remaining 2 (178,809-185,244 bp and 185,345-192,807 bp) are part of fragment chain 4.   
The GC content of CH242-281C17 is 39.81%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive 
elements resulted in masking 43.03% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats 
make up 41.84% of the sequence, 0.02% of the sequence consisted of small RNA, 0.56% of the 
sequence comprises simple repeats, and 0.61% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 19.31% SINEs, 18.14% LINEs, and 1.40% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.43% 
are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 17.28% are LINE1, 0.75% are LINE2, and 0.11% are L3/CR1.  Of the 
LTR elements, 1.02% are ERVLs and 0.39% are ERVL-MaLRs.  DNA elements comprise 
2.99% of the insert, including 1.59% hAT-Charlie and 0.92% TcMar-Tigger. 
Fragment chain order, according to human genome alignment, appears to be fragment 
chain 3 (165,490-172,117 bp and 172,218-178,708 bp), fragment chain 4 (185,345-192,807 bp 
and 178,809-185,244 bp), fragment chain 2 (144,276-165,389 bp, 134,808-144,175 bp, and 
123,583-134,707 bp), and fragment chain 1(99,764-123,482 bp, 17,796-99,663 bp, 11,166-
17,695 bp, and 1-11,065 bp).  The contigs comprising fragment chain 3 display 5’3’ 
orientation with respect to the human genome, and the remaining contigs are oriented in the 
3’5’ direction.  Table 10 contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-masked CH242-
281C17 contig.   
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CH242-251B18 spans from SSC5: 66982201-67151517.  Its working draft sequence 
consists of 3 unordered contigs, with an insert size of approximately 181,923 bp.  Repeat-masked 
CH242-251B18 aligns with HSA12:  964300-1154593, and displays a 3’5’ orientation 
compared with the human genome.  The contig containing 1-43,610 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end 
of the vector, and all 3 contigs belong to fragment chain 1.  Genes spanned include 
LOC100130219, ERC1, WNK1, and RAD52.  The GC content of CH242-251B18 is 40.82%.  
Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 49.49% of the working draft 
sequence.  Total interspersed repeats made up 48.59% of the sequence, 0.02% of the sequence 
comprise small RNA, 0.44% of the sequence comprises simple repeats, and 0.43% of the 
sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 22.15% SINEs, 18.68% LINEs, and 
3.67% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.23% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 16.43% are LINE1, 1.89% is 
LINE2, and 0.37% are L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 1.59% is ERVLs, 1.84% is ERVL-
MaLRs, and 0.23% are ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 4.09% of the insert, including 
1.67% hAT-Charlie and 2.01% TcMar-Tigger.  Contig order, according to human genome 
alignment, appears to be 81,119-181,923 bp; 43,711-81,008 bp; and 1-43,610 bp.  Table 11 
contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-masked CH242-251B18 contig.   
CH242-102M20 spans from SSC5: 67127329-67308739.  Its working draft sequence is 
approximately 175,948 bp long and contains 2 unordered contigs.  Repeat-masked CH242-
102M20 aligns with HSA12:  1136795-1375516, oriented 3’5’.  Both contigs belong to 
fragment chain 1.  The contig containing 1-75,803 bp of the insert is adjacent to the T7 end of 
the vector, and 75,904-175,948 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector.  Genes spanned 
include LOC100421479 and ERC1.   
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The GC content of CH242-102M20 is 38.09%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive 
elements resulted in masking 42.38% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats 
make up 41.19% of the sequence, 0.02% of the sequence consisted of small RNA, 0.63% of the 
sequence comprises simple repeats, and 0.53% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 18.14% SINEs, 18.04% LINLEs, and 1.84% LTRs.  The SINEs are 
composed of 2.12% MIRs.  The LINEs are composed of 14.99% LINE1, 2.24% LINE2, and 
0.81% L3/CR1.  The LTR elements are composed of 0.36% ERVLs, 1.05% ERVL-MaLRs, and 
0.48% ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 3.17% of the insert, including 2.22% hAT-Charlie 
and 0.57% TcMar-Tigger.  Contig order, according to human genome alignment, appears to be 
75,904-175948 bp followed by 1-75,803 bp.  Table 12 contains detailed alignment data of each 
repeat-masked CH242-102M20 contig.   
CH242-24O6 spans from SSC5: 67447820-67623183.  The size of its working draft 
sequence is approximately 181,064 bp, and is made up of 5 unordered contigs.  Repeat-masked 
CH242-24O6 aligns with HSA12:  1479055-1709451.  The contig containing 1-96,168 bp of the 
insert is unnumbered and adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector.  The remaining 4 contigs are part 
of fragment chain 1.  All contigs except 1-96,168 bp display 3’5’ orientation when aligned 
with the human genome.  Genes spanned include ERC1, FBXL14, and LOC100292680.  The GC 
content of CH242-24O6 is 46.28%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in 
masking 36.04% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 34.76% of 
the sequence, 0.08% of the sequence consisted of small RNA, 0.54% of the sequence comprises 
simple repeats, and 0.71% of the sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 14.09% 
SINEs, 16.89% LINES, and 2.41% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.79% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 
15.75% are LINE1, 0.67% is LINE2, 0.40% is L3/CR1, and 0.08% is RTE.  Of the LTR 
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elements, 1.37% is ERVL-MaLRs and 1.03% is ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 1.37% of 
the insert, including 0.65% hAT-Charlie and 0.05% TcMar-Tigger.  Contig order, according to 
human genome alignment, appears to be the unnumbered fragment, 1-96,168 bp, followed by 
fragment chain 1 (155,885-181,064 bp; 137,628-155,784 bp; 105,907-137,527 bp; and 96,269-
105,806 bp).  Table 13 contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-masked CH242-24O6 
contig.   
CH242-72B19 spans from SSC5: 67732029-67877157.  Its insert size is 84,562 bp, and 
the working draft sequence comprises 27 unordered contigs.  Repeat-masked CH242-72B19 
aligns with HSA12:  1887012-2113612.  See Table 14 for detailed alignment data of each repeat-
masked CH242-72B19 contig.  Eight contigs (1-2,540 bp; 2,641-5,183 bp; 5,284-8,019 bp; 
8,120-10,4099 bp; 10,600-15,208 bp; 15,309-19,633 bp; 19,734-22,816 bp; and 22,917-25,501 
bp) belong to fragment chain 1.  Three contigs (25,602-29,916 bp; 30,017-34,491 bp; and 
34,592-36,832 bp) are assigned to fragment chain 2.  Two contigs (36,933-40,415 bp and 
40,516-42,969 bp) are assigned to fragment chain 3, 2 contigs (43,070-45,175 bp and 45,276-
48,569 bp) are assigned to fragment chain 4, and 2 contigs (48,670-51,297 bp and 51,398-53,956 
bp) belong to fragment chain 5.  Ten contigs (54,057-57,427 bp; 57,528-59,791 bp; 59,892-
62,369 bp; 62,470-66,558 bp; 66,659-69,397 bp; 69,498-72,145 bp; 72,246-74,591 bp; 74,692-
79,704 bp; 79,805-82,130 bp; and 82,231-84,562 bp) are unnumbered.  Genes spanned include 
DCP1B, CACNA2D4, and LRTM2.  The contig containing 34,592-36,832 bp, which is part of 
fragment chain 2, has 26 bp that align with HSA12:  10358720-10358746.  Contig 8,120-10,499 
bp from fragment chain 1 and contig 43,070-45,175 bp from fragment chain 4 do not align with 
the human genome.  Of the 24 contigs that align with the human genome, 15 align with 3’5’ 
orientation.  The GC content of CH242-72B19 is 50.46%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive 
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elements resulted in masking 29.11% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats 
make up 27.68% of the sequence, 0.89% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.54% of 
the sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 9.26% SINEs, 16.39% LINEs, and 
1.03% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.11% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 14.37% are LINE1, 1.04% is 
LINE2, and 0.98% is L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 0.13% is ERVLs, 0.64% is ERVL-MaLRs, 
and 0.25% is ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 0.99% of the insert, including 0.91% hAT-
Charlie and 0.09% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 14 contains detailed alignment data of each repeat-
masked CH242-72B19 contig.     
CH242-358G15 spans from SSC5: 67895298-68052520.  Its working draft sequence 
consists of one contig, which is approximately 204,679 bp long.  Performing the BLAST 
analysis with repeat-masked CH242-358G15 revealed alignment with HSA12: 2139497-
2393580 and the CACNA1C gene, with 5’3’ orientation.  The GC content of CH242-358G15 
is 52.06%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 23.65% of the 
working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 22.76% of the sequence, 0.49% of 
the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.39% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 7.13% SINEs, 10.85% LINEs, and 1.99% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 3.82% 
are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 7.85% are LINE1, 2.09% are LINE2, and 0.86% is L3/CR1.  Of the 
LTR elements, 0.20% is ERVLs, 1.37% is ERVL-MaLRs, 0.19% is ERV class I, and 0.22% is 
ERV class II.  DNA elements comprise 2.79% of the insert, including 1.67% hAT-Charlie and 
0.45% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 15 contains detailed alignment data of the repeat-masked CH242-
358G15 contig.   
CH242-229P12 spans from SSC5: 68034379-68179507.  Its working draft sequence 
consists of 5 unordered contigs and is approximately 214,301 bp in length.  Repeat-masked 
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CH242-229P12 aligns with HSA12:  2393467-2676958, and is oriented 5’3’ with respect to 
the human genome.  The contig encompassing 1-34,821 bp is adjacent to the T7 end of the 
vector, and also belongs to fragment chain 1.  The remaining 4 contigs also belong to fragment 
chain 1.  The contig covering 139,697-214,301 bp of the insert is also adjacent to the SP6 end of 
the vector.  The gene spanned is CACNA1C.  The GC content of CH242-229P12 is 52.72%.  
Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 22.55% of the working draft 
sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 21.80% of the sequence, 0.66% of the sequence 
comprise simple repeats, and 0.09% of the sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats 
are 7.92% SINEs, 10.92% LINEs, and 0.99% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 2.79% are MIRs.  Of the 
LINEs, 8.61% are LINE1, 1.48% is LINE2, and 0.84% is L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 0.09% 
is ERVLs and 0.78% is ERVL-MaLRs.  DNA elements comprise 1.97% of the insert, including 
1.25% hAT-Charlie and 0.46% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 16 contains detailed alignment data of 
repeat-masked CH242-229P12 contigs.   
CH242-34G22 spans from SSC5: 68131131-68288353.  Its working draft sequence has a 
215,547 bp insert size and contains 7 unordered contigs.  Repeat-masked CH242-34G22 aligns 
with HSA12:  2593956-2807113 and HSA22:  17583027-17671722.  The contig containing 1-
168,574 bp is adjacent to the T7 end of the vector, is an unnumbered fragment, and aligns with 
the HSA12 coordinates.  The other 6 contigs are part of fragment chain 1 and align with the 
HSA22 coordinates.  The SP6 end of the vector is adjacent to 209,954-215,547 bp.  Genes 
spanned include CACNA1C, RPS6P18, and LOC100652846 on HSA12, and IL17RA, CECR5, 
and CECR1 on HSA22.  All alignments display 5’3’ orientation with respect to the human 
genome.  Table 17 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-34G22 contigs.   
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The GC content of the unmasked CH242-34G22 sequence was 54.46%.  Of the entire 
working draft sequence, 22.37% was masked.  Out of the whole sequence, 21.50% consists of 
interspersed repeats, 0.42% consists of simple repeats, and 0.45% consists of low complexity 
sequences.  Interspersed repeats are 10.27% SINEs, 8.68% LINEs, 1.02% LTR elements, 1.49% 
DNA elements, and 0.05% are unclassified repeats.  Of the SINEs, 2.26% are MIRs.  Of the 
LINEs, 7.02% are LINE1, 1.16% was LINE2, 0.41% are L3/CR1, and 0.10% are RTE.  The 
proportion of LTR elements are 0.85% ERVL-MaLRs and 0.05% ERV class I.  The DNA 
elements are 1.14% hAT-Charlie and 0.24% TcMar-Tigger.   
CH242-508P2 spans from SSC5: 68270212-68475810.  Its working draft sequence 
consists of one contig whose length is approximately 31,997 bp.  Performing the BLAST 
analysis with repeat-masked CH242-508P2 revealed alignments with HSA12:  2800064-
2807143, in 5’3’ orientation.  Genes spanned are CACNA1C and LOC100652846.  The GC 
content of CH242-508P2 is 50.20%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in 
masking 31.14% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 29.84% of 
the sequence, 0.55% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.75% of the sequence was 
low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 13.91% SINEs, 11.13% LINEs, and 0.78% LTRs.  Of 
the SINES, 1.27% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 9.38% are LINE1 and 1.75% is LINE2.  Of the LTR 
elements, all are ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 4.03% of the insert, including 1.71% 
hAT-Charlie and 2.32% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 18 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-
masked CH242-508P2.   
CH242-7B3 spans from SSC5: 68445575-68645126.  Its working draft sequence contains 
13 unordered pieces and has an insert size of approximately 178,270 bp.  Performing the BLAST 
alignment on repeat-masked CH242-7B3 revealed alignments with HSA22:  17793613-
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18121668.  Contigs encompassing 157,557-160,238 bp and 176,154-178,270 bp of the insert did 
not align with the human genome.  Of the remaining 11 contigs, 2 (1-34,466 bp and 34,567-
58,070 bp) are oriented 5’3’ with respect to HSA22, and the rest are oriented 3’5’.  Genes 
spanned include CECR2, ATP6V1E1, SLC25A18, and BCL2L13.  The GC content of CH242-
7B3 is 45.13%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 43.46% of 
the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 42.71% of the sequence, 0.37% 
of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.37% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 26.39% SINEs, 14.37% LINEs, and 0.16% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.12% 
is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 12.55% are LINE1, 1.68% is LINE2, and 0.14% is L3/CR1.  Of the 
LTR elements, 0.07% is ERVL-MaLRs and 0.08% is ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 
1.80% of the insert, including 1.00% hAT-Charlie and 0.56% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 19 contains 
detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-7B3 contigs.   
CH242-64E9 spans from SSC5: 68693502-68862818.  Its working draft sequence 
contains 11 unordered pieces and has an insert size of approximately 175,959 bp.  The contig 
spanning 1-26,902 bp of the insert is part of fragment chain 1 and is adjacent to the SP6 end of 
the vector.  The next 2 contigs are also part of fragment chain 1.  The last 8 contigs belong to 
fragment chain 2, and 167,995-175,959 bp is adjacent to the T7 end of the vector.  Performing 
the BLAST alignment on repeat-masked CH242-64E9 revealed alignments with HSA22:  
18226654-18433938.  The contig containing 165,174-167,894 bp of the insert did not align with 
the human genome.  The remaining contigs are oriented 3’5’ in relation to HSA22.  Genes 
spanned include MICAL3, LOC100506240, and BID.  The GC content of CH242-64E9 is 
49.97%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 26.99% of the 
working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 26.03% of the sequence, 0.65% of 
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the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.32% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 14.64% SINEs, 8.64% LINEs, and 1.89% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.89% 
is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 7.61% are LINE1, 0.99% is LINE2, and 0.04% is L3/CR1.  Of the LTR 
elements, 0.14% is ERVLs, 0.37% is ERVL-MaLRs, and 1.38% is ERV class I.  DNA elements 
comprise 0.86% of the insert, including 0.55% hAT-Charlie and 0.22% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 20 
contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-64E9.   
CH242-359K24 spans from SSC5: 68832583-69038181.  The working draft sequence is 
174,424 bp in size and consists of 8 unordered contigs.  Repeat-masked CH242-359K24 aligns 
with HSA22:  18388297-18604451.  The contig containing 1-2,850 bp of the insert is adjacent to 
the SP6 end of the vector and belongs to fragment chain 1.  The next 2 contigs are also part of 
fragment chain 1.  The remaining 5 contigs are unnumbered fragments, and 166,303-174,424 bp 
is adjacent to the T7 side of the vector.  Genes spanned include TUBA8, PEX26, MICAL3, and 
MIR648.  The contig containing 59,172-83,907 bp of the insert did not align with the human 
genome.  Of the 7 contigs that did align with HSA22, 6 aligned in 3’5’ orientation.  The GC 
content of CH242-359K24 is 46.90%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in 
masking 36.03% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 35.18% of 
the sequence, 0.66% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.19% of the sequence is low 
complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 18.38% SINEs, 11.91% LINEs, and 2.24% LTRs.  Of the 
SINEs, 3.09% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 9.03% are LINE1, 2.56% are LINE2, and 0.32% are 
L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 0.46% is ERVLs, 0.93% is ERVL-MaLRs, and 0.85% is ERV 
class I.  Unclassified elements make up 0.15% of the working draft sequence.  DNA elements 
comprise 2.50% of the insert, including 0.98% hAT-Charlie and 1.15% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 21 
contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-359K24.   
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The CH242-45H20 insert size is 212,750 bp long and encompasses 68929335-69147027 
bp on SSC5.  The working draft sequence consists of 10 unordered pieces.  Comparing repeat-
masked CH242-45H20 with human genome revealed alignments with HSA12:  34251904-
49522701 and HSA22:  18566104-18659648.  Of the 6 contigs that aligned with HSA12, 4 
aligned in 5’3’ orientation.  Of the 4 contigs that aligned with HSA22, 3 aligned in 5’3’ 
orientation.  The contig spanning 1-25,860 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector and is an 
unnumbered fragment.  The next 2 contigs belong to fragment chain 1.  Two contigs belong to 
fragment chain 2.  The remaining 5 contigs are unnumbered fragments, and 209,915-212,750 bp 
is also adjacent to the T7 end of the vector.  The contig spanning 209,915-212,750 bp of the 
insert did not align with the human genome.  Genes spanned include LOC100288366 and 
TUBA1B on HSA12, and PEX26, TUBA8, and USP18 on HSA22.  The GC content of CH242-
45H20 is 42.49%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 48.79% of 
the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 47.63% of the sequence, 0.65% 
of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.52% of the sequence was low complexity.  
Interspersed repeats are 14.05% SINEs, 28.60% LINEs, and 3.75% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 0.93% 
is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 27.53% are LINE1, 0.93% is LINE2, and 0.14% is L3/CR1.  Of the 
LTR elements, 0.31% is ERVLs, 1.60% is ERVL-MaLRs, and 1.65% is ERV class I.  DNA 
elements comprise 1.23% of the insert, including 0.84% hAT-Charlie and 0.21% TcMar-Tigger.  
Table 22 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-45H20.   
CH242-45B4 spans from SSC5: 69104698-69274014.  Its working draft sequence has an 
insert size of 163,776 bp and consists of 3 unordered contigs.  Aligning repeat-masked CH242-
45B4 contigs with the human genome revealed alignments with HSA12:  38937757-39141429 
and HSA22:  30005022-30005804.  Genes spanned include CPNE8 on HSA12, and NF2 and 
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pseudogene LOC100420665 on HSA22.  All alignments with HSA12 occur in 5’3’ 
orientation, and the alignment with HSA22 occurs in 3’5’ orientation.  The contig 
encompassing 1-82,864 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector and is part of fragment chain 
1.  The next contig also belongs to fragment chain 1, and 157,424-163,776 bp is unnumbered and 
adjacent to the T7 end of the vector.  The GC content of CH242-45B4 is 36.99%.  Screening the 
sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 42.97% of the working draft sequence.  
Total interspersed repeats make up 41.57% of the sequence, 0.72% of the sequence comprise 
simple repeats, and 0.69% of the sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 16.00% 
SINEs, 19.02% LINEs, and 5.71% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 2.07% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 
17.50% are LINE1, 1.24% is LINE2, 0.09% is L3/CR1, and 0.19% is RTE.  Of the LTR 
elements, 0.21% is ERVLs, 2.16% are ERVL-MaLRs, and 3.34% are ERV class I.  DNA 
elements comprise 0.83% of the insert, including 0.47% hAT-Charlie and 0.19% TcMar-Tigger.  
Table 23 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-45B4.   
CH242-345I17 spans from SSC5: 69237732-69467518.  Its working draft sequence 
contains 2 unordered contigs and is approximately 175,473 bp long.  The SP6 end of the vector 
is adjacent to 1-4,202 bp, and the T7 end of the vector is adjacent to 4,303-175,473 bp.  Repeat-
masked CH242-345I17 aligns with HSA12:  39095921-39268381, has a 5’3’ orientation with 
respect to HSA12, and spans CPNE8.  The GC content of CH242-345I17 is 36.14%.  Screening 
the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 45.05% of the working draft sequence.  
Total interspersed repeats make up 43.71% of the sequence, 0.58% of the sequence comprise 
simple repeats, and 0.77% of the sequence was low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 15.22% 
SINEs, 23.94% LINEs, and 2.02% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.74% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 
20.51% are LINE1, 2.85% are LINE2, 0.40% is L3/CR1, and 0.18% is RTE.  Of the LTR 
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elements,  1.21% is ERVL-MaLRs, 0.55% is ERV class I, and 0.26% is ERV class II.  DNA 
elements comprise 2.53% of the insert, including 0.61% hAT-Charlie and 1.70% TcMar-Tigger.  
Table 24 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-345I17.   
CH242-339J4 spans from SSC5: 69872667-70054077.  The length of its working draft 
sequence is approximately 170,791 bp.  The working draft sequence contains 4 unordered 
contigs.  The SP6 end of the vector is adjacent to 1-39,493 bp, which was assigned to fragment 
chain 1.  The next contig, 39,594-85,184 bp, is also part of fragment chain 1.  Two contigs, 
85,285-89,183 bp and 89,284-170,791 bp are unnumbered fragments, and 89,284-170,791 bp is 
adjacent to the T7 end of the vector.  Performing BLAST analysis on repeat-masked CH242-
339J4 revealed alignments with HSA12:  39927339-40078790, with a 5’3’ orientation.  The 
first 3 contigs spanned the ABCD2 gene, and the last contig aligned with C12orf40.  The GC 
content of CH242-339J4 is 36.59%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in 
masking 57.21% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 55.98% of 
the sequence, 0.03% of the sequence consists of small RNA, 0.72% of the sequence comprises 
simple repeats, and 0.48% of the sequence is low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 16.43% 
SINEs, 35.76% LINEs, and 2.21% LTRs.  Of the SINEs, 1.83% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 33.58% 
are LINE1, 2.14% are LINE2, and 0.04% is L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 0.90% is ERVL-
MaLRs and 1.23% is ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 1.58% of the insert, including 
0.39% hAT-Charlie and 0.24% TcMar-Tigger.  Table 25 contains detailed alignment data on 
repeat-masked CH242-339J4.   
CH242-307O6 spans from SSC5: 69993607-70199205.  Its working draft sequence is 
approximately 163,774 bp in length and consists of 2 unordered contigs.  Both contigs are 
unnumbered fragments, and 156,475-163,774 bp is adjacent to the SP6 end of the vector.  
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Aligning repeat-masked CH242-307O6 with the human genome revealed alignments with 
HSA12:  39993720-40164974, and a 5’3’ orientation with respect to HSA12.  Both fragments 
align with SLC2A13, and the 1-156,374 bp fragment aligns with ABCD2 and C12orf40.  The 
GC content of CH242-307O6 is 36.28%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted 
in masking 60.16% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 59.00% 
of the sequence, 0.75% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.40% of the sequence was 
low complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 14.15% SINEs, 41.88% LINEs, and 1.53% LTRs.  Of 
the SINEs, 1.51% is MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 38.65% are LINE1, 3.19% are LINE2, and 0.04% is 
L3/CR1.  Of the LTR elements, 0.32% is ERVLs, 0.66% is ERVL-MaLRs, and 0.45% is ERV 
class I.  DNA elements comprise 1.44% of the insert, including 0.27% hAT-Charlie and 0.33% 
TcMar-Tigger.  Table 26 contains detailed alignment data on repeat-masked CH242-307O6.   
CH242-277B4 spans from SSC5: 70090359-70271679.  Its insert size is 184,540 bp, and 
its complete sequence was available for repeat masking and BLAST analysis.  Performing a 
BLAST analysis of repeat-masked CH242-277B4 revealed alignments with HSA12:  40157972-
40303365, with a 3’5’ orientation.  The SLC2A13 gene was also spanned.  The GC content of 
CH242-277B4 is 37.42%.  Screening the sequence for repetitive elements resulted in masking 
47.29% of the working draft sequence.  Total interspersed repeats make up 46.20% of the 
sequence, 0.43% of the sequence comprise simple repeats, and 0.66% of the sequence was low 
complexity.  Interspersed repeats are 13.37% SINEs, 28.08% LINEs, and 2.43% LTRs.  Of the 
SINEs, 1.28% are MIRs.  Of the LINEs, 24.71% are LINE1, 3.22% are LINE2, 0.08% is 
L3/CR1, and 0.07% is RTE.  Of the LTR elements, 0.57% is ERVLs, 1.07% is ERVL-MaLRs, 
and 0.79% is ERV class I.  DNA elements comprise 2.32% of the insert, including 0.94% hAT-
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Charlie and 1.08% TcMar-Tigger.  See Table 27 for detailed alignment data on repeat-masked 
CH242-277B4.   
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Discussion 
As delineated in the Results section, the two BACs containing significant alignments 
with both HSA12 and HSA22 are CH242-34G22 and CH242-45H20, indicating that these BACs 
encompass the HSA12/22 and HSA22/12 breakpoints, respectively, on SSC5.   
HSA12/22 Breakpoint Region 
The BAC CH242-34G22 covers SSC5: 68131131-68288353, HSA12:  2593956-
2807113, and HSA22:  17583027-17671722.  Except for a small segment of CH242-283A11, all 
BACs located centromerically of CH242-34G22 that were compared with the human genome 
(Table 6) aligned only with HSA12.  Taken together with the fact that CH242-34G22 aligns with 
both HSA12 and HSA22, these results suggest that CH242-34G22 contains the HSA12/22 
breakpoint region on SSC5q.  The contig containing 1-168,574 bp of the 215,547 bp working 
draft sequence insert aligns with the HSA12 coordinates listed above and the genes CACNA1C, 
RPS6P18, and LOC100652846.  The remaining contigs align with HSA22 and the genes 
IL17RA, CECR5, and CECR1 (Table 17).   
CH242-34G22 has a GC content of 54.46%.  It aligns with the human genome in 5’3’ 
orientation.  The CACNA1C gene, an L-type calcium channel α1C-subunit gene, is located on 
HSA12 and spanned by repeat-masked CH242-34G22.  L-type calcium channels are 
phosphorylated to generate positive feedback between the beating rate of cardiac muscle cells 
and calcium signaling (Ronkainen et al., 2011).  The RPS6P18 gene, a processed pseudogene of 
ribosomal protein S6, is also located on HSA12 and covered by repeat-masked CH242-34G22.  
Pseudogenes differ from genes in that they are assumed not to encode proteins, as a result of 
mutations and premature stop codons.  Processed pseudogenes arise from reverse transcription 
and incorporation of processed mRNA into the genome.  In humans, they are thought to be 
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incorporated into the genome via L1 transposons.  Ribosomal protein pseudogenes comprise the 
largest family of pseudogenes and are highly conserved (Balasubramanian et al., 2009).  The 
uncharacterized, miscellaneous RNA gene LOC100652846 maps to HSA12 (Kimura et al., 
2006) and is also covered by repeat-masked CH242-34G22.   
Interleukin 17 receptor A (IL17RA) maps to HSA22 and is spanned by repeat-masked 
CH242-34G22.  IL17RA is the receptor of cytokine IL17A, which is produced mainly by T cells 
and appears to be a contributing factor in autoimmunity generation, granulocyte regulation, and 
host defense.  IL17RA is ubiquitously expressed, rendering most cells susceptible to 
proinflammatory IL17A activity (Gaffen et al., 2006).  CECR5 and CECR1 are putative genes 
located in HSA22q11.2, a critical region for Cat Eye Syndrome (CES), and align with repeat-
masked CH242-34G22.  CES is an atypical developmental disorder in humans.  Affected 
individuals can be born with anal atresia, heart and kidney defects, mental retardation, ocular 
coloboma, dysmorphic facial features, and preauricular tags/pits.  CES is associated with having 
3 or 4 copies of a section of HSA22q11.2 (Footz et al., 2001). 
HSA22/12 Breakpoint Region 
The BAC CH242-45H20 covers SSC5:  68929335-69147027, HSA12:  34251904-
49522701, and HSA22:  18566104-18659648.  With the exception of CH242-45B4, all BACs 
located telomerically of CH242-45H20 that were compared with the human genome (Table 6) 
aligned only with HSA12.  The BACs (Table 6) located between CH242-34G22 and CH242-
45H20 aligned with HSA22.  These alignment data suggest that CH242-45H20 contains the 
HSA22/12 breakpoint region on SSC5q.  The contigs encompassing 25,961-209,814 bp of the 
212,750 bp working draft sequence insert align with HSA12 and the genes LOC100288366 and 
TUBA1B.  Contigs covering 1-25,860 bp and 75,313-191,583 bp of the working draft sequence 
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insert align with HSA22 and the genes PEX26, TUBA8, and USP18 (Table 22).  The contig 
spanning 162,429-191,583 bp aligns with HSA12 in 3’5’ orientation and with HSA22 in 
5’3’ orientation (Table 22).  These results suggest that both an inversion and duplication 
occurred to generate the HSA22/12 breakpoint.  The HSA12 alignments were in the 
pericentromeric q11 region, and the HSA22 alignments were in q11.2.   
CH242-45H20 has a GC content of 42.49%.  PEX26 encodes Pex26p, a peroxisome 
membrane receptor responsible for recruiting Pex1p-Pex6p complexes to peroxisomes (Tamura 
et al., 2006).  An isoform of α-tubulin, TUBA8, is most commonly expressed in the heart, 
skeletal muscle, and testes (Stanchi et al., 2000), and has been implicated as a candidate gene for 
arthrogryposis multiplex congenita (AMC) in pigs (Genini et al., 2006).  In AMC, which is an 
autosomal recessive condition, affected piglets display severe deformities of the legs and spinal 
column, and are not viable.  USP18 is a member of an enzyme family that cleaves ubiquitin from 
ubiquitinated protein substrates (Schwer et al., 2000).  It is expressed in the liver and thymus, 
and maps to SSC5 and HSA22q11.2.  Deletions in the HSA22q11.2 region have been associated 
with DiGeorge syndrome.  DiGeorge syndrome is characterized by aplasia or hypoplasia of the 
thymus, parathyroid hypoplasia, and cardiac aberrations present at birth.  Studies of Usp18 
expression in pigs suggest that it functions in moderating immune responses to viruses, in 
addition to regulating signals from the JAK (Janus kinase)-STAT (signal transducer and activator 
of transcription) pathway (Ait-Ali et al., 2009).   
The uncharacterized, miscellaneous RNA gene LOC100288366 maps to HSA12 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/100288366) and is covered by repeat-masked CH242-
45H20.  The TUBA1B gene codes for ubiquitously-expressed α-tubulin, which is essential for 
generating microtubule components in the cytoskeleton.  Decreased expression of TUBA1B has 
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been observed with substandard cell morphology in human neurodevelopmental disorders, such 
as Angelman syndrome and Rett syndrome (Blenk et al., 2008; Abuhatzira et al., 2009).   
Centromeric Sequences to Breakpoint Region 
Except for a small segment of CH242-283A11, all BACs located centromerically of 
CH242-34G22 that were compared with the human genome (Table 6) aligned only with HSA12.  
The segment of CH242-283A11 that aligns with HSA22 is likely insignificant because only 179 
bp align with HSA22, compared with an alignment greater than 13 kb in CH242-45H20.  The 
average GC content of BACs centromeric to CH242-34G22 is 46.89%.  Most BACs aligned with 
HSA12 in 3’5’ orientation.   
The BAC CH242-195D5 has a GC content of 51.05%; aligns with HSA12:  2768525-
3035381 in 3’5’ orientation; and spans the genes FKBP4, ITFG2, NRIP2, LOC100507424, 
FOXM1, C12orf32, TULP3, and TEAD4.  The FKBP4 gene codes for the immunophilin 
FKBP52, which plays a role in regulating the microtubule-associated protein tau and in 
microtubule assembly (Cioffi et al., 2011).  The integrin alpha FG-GAP containing repeat 2 
(ITFG2) gene codes for the MDS028 protein, a cellular adhesion molecule with a function in cell 
communication and signal transduction (http://www.hprd.org).  Nuclear receptor-interacting 
protein 2 (NRIP2) binds to ligand-bound nuclear receptors to down-regulate transcriptional 
activity (Greiner et al., 2000).  The uncharacterized, miscellaneous RNA gene LOC100507424 
maps to HSA12 (Strausberg et al., 2002).  The Forkhead box m1 (FOXM1) gene encodes the 
FOXM1 transcription factor, which has been implicated in tumorigenesis and cancer 
development (Hedge et al., 2011).  The chromosome 12 open reading frame 32 (C12orf32) gene 
has been implicated in mammary tissue carcinogenesis, with barely detectable expression levels 
in typical human tissue (Kim et al., 2010).  Tubby-like protein 3 (TULP3) is crucial for correct 
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embryonic development.  Disturbance of embryonic TULP3 expression produces morphological 
defects in the craniofacial region, neural tube, and limbs (Norman et al., 2009).  The transcription 
factor TEAD4 inhibits expression of connective tissue growth factor to support muscle 
differentiation (Benhaddou et al., 2012).   
The BAC CH242-283A11 has a GC content of 50.76%; aligns with HSA12:  67332-
9586014 and HSA22:  19043848-19044027, although the HSA22 alignment is likely 
insignificant as discussed above; and spans the genes FKBP4, ITFG2, DDX12P, LOC642846, 
and IQSEC3.  The pseudogene DDX12P (DEAD/H (Asp-Glu-Ala-Asp/His) box polypeptide 12 
pseudogene) has been identified as a candidate HRD1 substrate.  The HRD1 protein is an 
ubiquitin ligase with a putative involvement in rheumatoid arthritis (Lee et al., 2011).  The 
miscellaneous RNA gene LOC642846 maps to HSA12 (Strausberg et al., 2002).  The IQ motif 
and Sec7 domain 3 (IQSEC3) gene codes for a protein that functions in guanine nucleotide 
exchange factor activity with the ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) GTPase family (Shoubridge et 
al., 2010).   
The BAC CH242-281C17 has a GC content of 39.81%; aligns with HSA12:  807985-
1020699; and spans the gene WNK1.  The WNK1 gene encodes the WNK1 protein kinase, 
which controls ion homeostasis and directs signaling between G protein-growth factors and Akt-
activating growth factors (An et al., 2011).   
The BAC CH242-251B18 has a GC content of 40.82% GC; aligns with HSA12:  964300-
1154593; and encompasses loci LOC100130219, ERC1, WNK1, and RAD52.  The 
uncharacterized locus LOC100130219 maps to HSA12 (Strausberg et al., 2002).  The ERC1 
gene encodes an important regulatory subunit of the IkappaB kinase (IKK) complex.  The IKK 
complex regulates gene expression changes of the nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-kappaB) 
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transcription factor family in response to different signals.  The NF-kappaB transcription factor 
family influences inflammation, apoptosis, development, and cancer (Ducut et al., 2004).  The 
RAD52 gene product repairs double-stranded DNA breakage via homologous recombination 
(Guo et al., 2011).  The BAC CH242-102M20 has a GC content of 38.09% GC; aligns with 
HSA12:  1136795-1375516; and covers genes LOC100421479 and ERC1.  The serotonin 
receptor 1D pseudogene LOC100421479 maps to HSA12 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/100421479).  The BAC CH242-24O6 has a GC content of 
46.28% GC; aligns with HSA12:  1479055-1709451; and spans the genes ERC1, FBXL14, and 
LOC100292680.  The FBXL14 gene product is a member of the F-box protein family.  These 
proteins are a component of SCF complexes, which serve as protein-ubiquitin ligases (Jin et al., 
2004).  The uncharacterized, miscellaneous RNA gene LOC100292680 maps to HSA12 (Ota et 
al., 2004).   
The BAC CH242-72B19 has a GC content of 50.46% GC; aligns with HSA12:  1887012-
2113612; and covers the genes DCP1B, CACNA2D4, and LRTM2.  The DCP1B gene encodes a 
central part of the mRNA decapping complex.  Decapping is an important step in degrading 
mRNA that contains premature stop codons (Lyyke-Andersen, 2002).  The CACNA2D4 gene 
encodes an alpha-2-delta-4 subunit of the voltage-gated calcium channel.  The subunit controls a 
variety of functional characteristics of calcium channels, including gating, voltage dependent 
kinetics, and functional channel density on the plasma membrane.  It also provides a site for 
ligand binding (Qin et al., 2002).  The LRTM2 gene encodes the leucine-rich repeat and 
transmembrane-containing protein 2, which is an integral cell membrane protein.  Functions of 
leucine-rich repeat proteins are protein-ligand interaction motifs found in numerous proteins with 
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various functions, such as intrinsic immunity and nervous system development (Dolan et al., 
2007).   
The BAC CH242-358G15 has a GC content of 52.06% GC and aligns with HSA12:  
2139497-2393580.  The BAC CH242-229P12 has a GC content of 52.72% GC and aligns with 
HSA12:  2393467-2676958.  Both BACs span the CACNA1C gene.   
Inter-Breakpoint Region Sequences 
All BACs that were compared with the human genome (Table 6) and located between the 
two breakpoints aligned with HSA22, except CH242-508P2.  The average GC content of BACs 
located between CH242-34G22 and CH242-45H20 is 48.05%.  CH242-508P2 contains 50.20% 
GC and aligns with HSA12:  2800064-2807143.  It also spans the genes CACNA1C and 
LOC100652846.  Comparing repeat-masked CH242-508P2 with CH242-34G22, via BLAST 2 
sequences, shows that CH242-508P2 has 99% sequence similarity with 148,530-168,574 bp of 
CH242-34G22.  This result indicates that CH242-508P2 significantly overlaps with the segment 
of CH242-34G22 that aligns with HSA12 and is therefore not a micro rearrangement event.   
The remaining BACs located between the two breakpoints aligned solely with HSA22.  
CH242-7B3 has a 45.13% GC content; aligns with HSA22:  17793613-18121668; and 
encompasses the genes CECR2, ATP6V1E1, SLC25A18, and BCL2L13.  The CECR2 gene 
encodes the transcription factor CECR2, which plays a role in neurulation and chromatin 
remodeling (Banting et al., 2005).  The ATP6V1E1 gene encodes a vacuolar ATPase constituent.  
Vacuolar ATPase moderates acidification of organelles in eukaryotes (Nuckels et al., 2009).  The 
SCL25A18 gene encodes a mitochondrial glutamate carrier (Fiermonte et al., 2002).  The 
BCL2L13 gene produces the apoptosis facilitator BCL2L13 (Yang et al., 2010).   
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CH242-64E9 has a GC content of 49.97%; aligns with HSA22:  18226654-18433938; 
and covers the genes MICAL3, LOC100506240, and BID.  The MICAL3 gene codes for a 
monooxygenase that helps regulate docking and fusion of exocytotic carriers (Grigoriev et al., 
2011).  The uncharacterized, miscellaneous RNA gene LOC100506240 maps to HSA22 
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/100506240).  The BID gene encodes a member of an 
apoptosis regulating protein family.  The BID protein is an apoptosis agonist that regulates 
mitochondrial damage and forms heterodimer complexes with either agonist BAX or antagonist 
BCL2 (Premkumar et al., 2012).  CH242-359K24 has a GC content of 46.90% GC; aligns with 
HSA22:  18388297-18604451; and spans the genes TUBA8, PEX26, MICAL3, and MIR648. 
The MIR648 gene is a microRNA (miRNA) coding gene.  The function of miRNA is post-
transcriptionally regulating gene expression, most frequently by inhibiting translation of mRNA 
(RefSeq, 2009).   
Telomeric Sequences to Breakpoint Region 
All BACs located telomerically of CH242-45H20 that were compared with the human 
genome (Table 6) aligned only with HSA12, except for CH242-45B4.  The average GC content 
of BACs telomeric to CH242-45H20 is 37.46%.  CH242-45B4 has a GC content of 39.99%; 
aligns with HSA12:  38937757-39141429 and HSA22:  30005022-30005804; and spans the gene 
CPNE8.  Because only approximately 780 bp of CH242-45B4 align with HSA22, the HSA22 
alignment is likely insignificant.  The CPNE8 gene encodes a calcium-dependent membrane-
binding protein.  Calcium-dependent membrane-binding proteins can mediate molecular events 
at the border between the cell membrane and the cytoplasm (Maitra et al., 2003).   
CH242-345I17 has a GC content of 36.14%; aligns with HSA12:  39095921-39268381; 
and spans the CPNE8 gene.  CH242-339J4 has a GC content of 36.59%; aligns with HSA12:  
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39927339-40078790; and covers the genes ABCD2 and C12orf40.  The ABCD2 gene product is 
involved in transporting fatty acids across peroxisomal membranes (Morita and Imanaka, 2012).  
The C12orf40 gene encodes an uncharacterized protein (Thomas et al., 2008).  CH242-307O6 
has a GC content of 36.28% GC; aligns with HSA12:  39993720-40164974; and covers the 
genes SLC2A13, ABCD2, and C12orf40.  The SLC2A13 gene is expressed in intracellular 
vesicles and on cell surfaces, predominantly in areas of neuron proliferation (Uldry et al., 2004).  
CH242-277B4 has a GC content of 37.42%; aligns with HSA12:  40157972-40303365; and 
covers the gene SLC2A13.   
Conclusion 
The size of the HSA12/22 breakpoint region is estimated to be approximately 17 kb.  
This breakpoint region size was calculated by subtracting the most telomeric alignment 
coordinate of CH242-34G22 with HSA12, from the most centromeric alignment coordinate of 
CH242-34G22 with HSA22 (178,086 bp - 160,583 bp = 17,503 bp).  The size of the HSA22/12 
breakpoint region is estimated to be approximately 8 kb.  This breakpoint region size was 
determined by summing the respective lengths of the most telomeric CH242-45H20 segment 
aligning with HSA22 and the most centromeric segment aligning with HSA12 ((18,659,648 bp - 
18,652,604 bp) + (34,252,867 bp – 34,251,904 bp) = 8,007 bp).  The size of the HSA12/22/12 
breakpoint region is estimated to be approximately 1.1 Mb.  The complete region breakpoint size 
was estimated by adding the size of each breakpoint region discussed above to the length of 
HSA22 spanned between the two breakpoints.  The porcine map location of the HSA12/22 
breakpoint is estimated to be 68.33 Mb on SSC5q21.  This map location was determined by 
adding the HSA12/22 breakpoint size to the most centromeric HSA22 alignment of CH242-
34G22 (SSC5:  68,309,217).  The porcine map location of the HSA22/12 breakpoint is estimated 
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to be 69.05 Mb on SSC5q21.  This map location was determined by determining the within-
insert map coordinate of the most telomeric HSA22 alignment within CH242-45H20 (SSC5:  
69,043,974) and adding the HSA22/12 breakpoint size.   
The HSA12/22 breakpoint region on SSC5Q21 is encapsulated by the BAC CH242-
34G22, which is GC-rich.  The regions both centromeric and telomeric to the HSA12/22 
breakpoint region are AT-rich.  There is no overlap between the segment of the insert that aligns 
with HSA12 and the segment that aligns with HSA22, which eliminates segmental duplication as 
a possible mechanism for generating the HSA12/22 breakpoint on SSC5q21.  The porcine DNA 
aligns with both human chromosomes in 5’3’ orientation, but BACs located centromerically 
and telomerically of CH242-34G22 align with HSA12 and HSA22, respectively, in 3’5’ 
orientation.  The BACs aligning in 3’5’ orientation with the human genome display conserved 
gene content, but reversed gene order.  These results suggest that fission was the mechanism by 
which the HSA12/22 breakpoint was generated, and that a series of micro-inversion events 
occurred around the HSA12/22 breakpoint region.     
The HSA22/12 breakpoint region on SSC5q21 is covered by the BAC CH242-45H20, 
which is AT-rich.  The regions both centromeric and telomeric to the HSA22/12 breakpoint 
region are also AT-rich.  There is a 661 bp overlap between positions 172,341-173,002 bp 
aligning with HSA12:  49522040-49522701 in 3’5’ orientation and with HSA22:  18609573-
18610234 in 5’3’ orientation.  However, because the overlap size is so small, the HSA12 
alignment is not considered significant.  No other overlaps exist in the HSA22/12 breakpoint 
region.  Therefore, segmental duplication can be eliminated as an evolutionary process through 
which the HSA22/12 breakpoint occurred.  The remaining CH242-45H20 alignments with 
HSA12 and HSA22 occur in 5’3’ orientation, with no overlap between sequences aligning 
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with the different chromosomes.  The BACs located centromerically to the HSA22/12 breakpoint 
region align with the human genome in 3’5’ orientation, maintaining gene content but not gene 
order.  These results suggest that fission is the mechanism by which the HSA22/12 breakpoint 
was produced, and that a series of micro-inversion events occurred centromerically to the 
HSA22/12 breakpoint region.   
The HSA12/22 breakpoint region has a preponderance of transposable elements over 
other types of repetitive sequences.  The main categories of repeats found are 10.27% SINEs and 
8.68% LINEs.  The HSA22/12 breakpoint region consists predominantly of transposable element 
sequences.  The majority of repetitive sequences (28.60%) found in CH242-45H20 was LINEs, 
followed by 14.05% SINEs.  There is a distribution of genes across both the HSA12/22 and the 
HSA22/12 breakpoint regions.   
These results suggest that after the split of the human and porcine lineages, and prior to 
actual human speciation, there were two fission events and a series of micro-inversion events 
around 68.33 Mb and 69.05 Mb of SSC5q21.  These results expound upon those of previous 
studies that name inversion as one of the most common types of chromosomal rearrangements 
and segmental duplications as common occurrences in mammalian chromosomal evolution.  
While it is known that fission is a route for mammalian chromosome evolution, inversions and 
duplications occur far more commonly.  These results provide further documentation of fission 
and microrearrangements as processes involved in chromosomal evolution.   
In conclusion, the size of the HSA12/22/12 was determined, the porcine map location of 
each breakpoint was established, the underlying sequences and surrounding fragile site 
sequences have been characterized, and it was determined whether a gene distribution spans the 
complete HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region.  The size of the HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region is 
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tentatively inferred to be approximately 1.1 Mb, thereby contributing to determining the mean 
size of porcine breakpoint regions.  The SSC5q21 coordinates of the HSA12/22 and HSA22/12 
breakpoints were determined to be 68.33 Mb and 69.05 Mb, respectively.  With the exception of 
CH242-34G22, the underlying breakpoint region sequences and surrounding fragile sites appear 
to be AT-rich and have an average LINE content of 18.4%.  The sequence characterization is 
concordant with previous studies, in that LINE1s have TTTTAA target specificity and therefore 
tend to be incorporated into AT-rich regions.  The average LINE content in human DNA is 17-
20%, and the LINE content reported here falls within the average amount for humans.  There is 
also a distribution of genes, with widely varying functions in physiology and development, 
spanning the entire breakpoint region.  These results can contribute to determining the mean 
breakpoint size in porcine chromosomes, furthering the resolution of SSC5, establishing 
sequence characteristics expected to surround breakpoint regions, and elucidating additional 
mechanisms involved in chromosome rearrangement. 
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Figure and Tables 
 
Figure 1.  SSC5 is covered by two fingerprint contigs, 5001 (p arm) and 5002 (q arm).  The 
putative HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region is thought to be located in region 2, band 1 of the q arm 
(SSC5q21; indicated by arrow). 
 
 
 
http://pre.ensembl.org/Sus_scrofa_map/Location/Chromosome?db=core;m=267A21B02;r=5:50893245-51893245 
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Table 1.  The BACs comprising the minimum tiling path across the putative HSA12/22/12 
breakpoint region on SSC5q21 are listed in the first column.  Their BAC-end sequence (BES) 
coordinates on SSC5, in base pairs (bp), are listed in the subsequent columns. 
 
BAC Clone Name Centromeric Coordinates (bp) Telomeric Coordinates (bp) 
RP44-351B15 66,057,010 66,190,044 
CH242-195D5 66,159,809 66,304,937 
CH242-156H10 66,274,702 66,444,018 
CH242-226P16 66,419,830 66,571,005 
CH242-92E6 66,534,723 66,607,287 
CH242-199M22 66,571,005 66,722,180 
CH242-205D23 66,697,992 66,831,026 
PigI-165A11 66,794,744 66,933,825 
CH242-164H17 66,909,637 67,091,047 
CH242-132J10 67,054,765 67,181,752 
CH242-39O21 67,157,564 67,369,209 
RP44-441P12 67,338,974 67,538,525 
CH242-217P6 67,490,149 67,641,324 
RP44-388H3 67,605,042 67,756,217 
CH242-138N21 67,725,982 67,852,969 
RP44-249K7 67,816,687 68,004,144 
CH242-1O13 67,973,909 68,125,084 
CH242-263E7 68,100,896 68,252,071 
CH242-255I20 68,215,789 68,342,776 
CH242-187H4 68,312,541 68,451,622 
CH242-149O12 68,385,105 68,548,374 
CH242-218A3 68,518,139 68,681,408 
CH242-159A3 68,657,220 68,778,160 
CH242-198G7 68,760,019 68,935,382 
CH242-19L5 68,899,100 69,080,510 
CH242-196C11 69,020,040 69,189,356 
CH242-45B4 69,104,698 69,274,014 
CH242-126G15 69,249,826 69,455,424 
RP44-340H19 69,431,236 69,642,881 
CH242-158L21 69,594,505 69,769,868 
CH242-514M6 69,733,586 69,921,043 
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Table 2.  Alignment of SSC5 BAC-end sequences with the human genome.  Human genome 
coordinates are given as chromosome number: centromeric alignment in base pairs – telomeric 
alignment in base pairs. 
 
BAC Clone Name HSA Alignments 
CH242-27N19.R 
CH242-143J21.F 
9:12668202-12668426 
9:12671060-12671220 
RP44-285K9.R 
CH242-212N7.R 
12:39661295-39661594 
12:40013483-40013822 
CH242-236M8.R 
RP44-297J18.R 
12:39621172-39622049 
12:39660546-39660893 
CH242-13I9.R 
CH242-285F23.R 
12:38983929-38984268 
4:73012741-73013551 
CH242-47L21.F 
CH242-183G13.R 
12:40167967-40168644 
5:130789753-130790086 
CH242-13I9.R 
CH242-285F23.R 
12:38983929-38984268 
4:73012741-73013551 
RP44-255N2.R 
CH242-196C11.F 
22:16804069-16804265 
12:37359555-37359725 
CH242-139O19.F 
CH242-282F2.R 
12:3870523-3871037 
12:3926976-3927514 
CH242-147A17.F 8:145713677-145714003 
CH242-272B11.F 
RP44-276F8.R 
12:41054191-41054508 
12:40622759-40623063 
CH242-138N21.F 
RP44-388H3.R 
12:2006792-2007034 
12:1853723-1854205 
CH242-288B14.F 
RP44-428I1.F 
12:2533458-2533713 
12:1854645-1854795 
CH242-288B14.F 
RP44-428I1.F 
12:2533458-2533713 
12:1854645-1854795 
CH242-201F10.F 
 
CH242-201F10.R 
6:141319873-141320316 
6:141319873-141320336 
6:141520662-141521309 
6:141520680-141521309 
RP44-388D18.R 
CH242-218A3.R 
22:16856897-16857185 
22:16251145-16251283 
CH242-217P6.F 
CH242-205D23.R 
12:1357421-1357613 
12:738432-7386997 
CH242-140I19.R 
CH242-153L1.R 
12:42040994-42041337 
12:42247885-42248501 
CH242-232D10.F 
CH242-138F18.F 
12:3195001-3195165 
12:3698584-3698849 
RP44-358N16.F 
RP44-271K16.R 
12:438392-438587 
12:122473-122677 
CH242-36F9.F 
CH242-128H19.F 
12:38707183-38707327 
12:38318923-38319143 
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Table 2 (cont.) 
 
BAC Clone Name HSA Alignments 
CH242-47G11.F 
RP44-277I4.R 
12:39117115-39117442 
12:39027017-39027288 
RP44-358N16.F 
RP44-388F15.R 
12:438392-438587 
12:287272-287519 
CH242-133A13.R 
RP44-420B13.R 
12:41606020-41606307 
12:14823303-41823518 
CH242-225A22.F 
CH242-225A22.R 
17:58624959-58625292 
17:58873766-58874057 
RP44-288I16.F 
RP44-288I16.R 
12:41198751-41198941 
12:41419413-41419783 
CH242-280I3.F 
RP44-421B6.R 
2:210044981-210045462 
2:210061314-210061764 
RP44-243D22.R 
RP44-300G17.R 
12:38655372-38655887 
12:38100113-38100579 
CH242-282C13.F 
CH242-195N18.R 
12:38138241-38138461 
12:37856477-37857131 
RP44-414M13.F 
RP44-414M13.R 
12:37749944-37750200 
12:37510115-37510276 
RP44-419H3.F 
CH242-198F17.F 
12:37963486-37964026 
12:38056466-38056950 
CH242-272B11.F 
CH242-219L2.R 
12:41054191-41054508 
12:40790861-40791229 
CH242-217P6.F 
CH242-205D23.R 
12:1357421-1357613 
12:738432-738697 
CH242-230M9.F 
RP44-269G2.R 
12:4549756-4549966 
12:4712811-4713129 
CH242-175B11.F 
CH242-13G16.R 
12:41074672-41075246 
12:41238566-41239304 
RP44-278P6.R 12:41542179-41542778 
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Table 3.  Initial BLAST results for CH242-19L5 contigs greater than 2 kb in size.  All contigs 
aligned with HSA22.  The Contig 5’ and Contig 3’ column headings refer to 5’ and 3’ locations, 
within that contig, of where the contig aligns with the human genome coordinates listed in 
columns HSA22 5’ and HSA22 3’. 
 
Contig 
Length 
(bp) Contig 5’ Contig 3’ HSA22 5’ HSA22 3’ Orientation 
70 40207 13.124 kb 34.302 kb 17.023 Mb 17.0395 Mb 5'-->3' 
69 24860 23.470 kb 3.699 kb 16.93125 Mb 16.95525 Mb 3'-->5' 
68 18578 18.556 kb 1.142 kb 16.90775 Mb 16.9275 Mb 3'-->5' 
67 15649 12.009 kb 345 bp 16.99375 Mb 17.01425 Mb 3'-->5' 
66 16373 2.413 kb 14.68 kb 16.978 Mb 16.9925 Mb 5'-->3' 
64 8539 5.155 kb 1 bp 16.971 Mb 16.9755 Mb 3'-->5' 
62 5941 969 bp 858 bp 16.90675 Mb 16.90675 Mb 3'-->5' 
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Table 4.  The CH242-19L5 contigs to be joined, by PCR amplification with the primers in the 
table, are listed in the first column.  The direction of each primer is listed in the second column.  
The GC content, melting temperature calculated by Primer Designer 2 in °C, and 5’3’ 
sequence, respectively, of each primer are listed in the subsequent columns. 
 
Contig gaps bridged Direction GC% Tm (°C) Sequence (5’3’) 
62 and 68 Forward 45 66 TGGGAAAGTGCAGTGTTAGT 
62 and 68 Reverse 45 65 AGTGTTATGCTTTCAGGGTC 
68 and 69 Forward 50 65 CAGTAACTGGTCATCAGGCT 
68 and 69 Reverse 50 68 AAAGGGTTGAGGAGAGTCGT 
69 and 64 Forward 45 65 GAACAGGCCACTTTACTCAT 
69 and 64 Reverse 50 68 AAGGAGTATCATGTGGCTGC 
64 and 66 Forward 42 65 GCTAAAGGCTTTGGATGTT 
64 and 66 Reverse 45 65 AAAGAGGTTCTGTGAGTTCG 
66 and 67 Forward 55 72 TCCAAGGGAGTGAAAGGGAG 
66 and 67 Reverse 55 72 GAGGCCAAGCTAAGGAGCAT 
67 and 70 Forward 45 65 TTTAGTGGTGAGGAAAGAGC 
67 and 70 Reverse 45 63 ATTGTCAGACTCAACTGGTG 
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Table 5.  The CH242-19L5 contigs to be joined, by PCR amplification with the primers in the 
table, are listed in the first column.  The direction of each primer is listed in the second column.  
The GC content, melting temperature calculated by Primer Designer 2 in °C, and 5’3’ 
sequence, respectively, of each primer are listed in the subsequent columns.   
 
Contig gaps bridged Direction GC% Tm (°C) Sequence (5’3’) 
45 and 43 Forward 45.45 62 TTGGGACTTAAAGTTGAGCTGG 
45 and 43 Reverse 45.45 62 TGGTGTAAATGCTAGTGGGAGA 
43 and 44 Forward 50 62 CAGGAGACATGCGACATGAAGA 
43 and 44 Reverse 50 62 TAAGCAGGTGGTGACCGAGAAA 
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Table 6.  Accessioned BAC clones with available working draft sequences thought to span the 
putative HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region.  The BAC clones listed in Table 1, with which they 
approximately correspond, are listed in the last column.  The prefix “bE” is used interchangeably 
with the prefix “CH242-”.   
 
BAC 
Clone Accession 
Centromeric 
Coordinates (bp) 
Telomeric 
Coordinates (bp) 
Corresponding BAC clones 
in Table 1 
bE195D5 CU856242 66,159,809 66,304,937 RP44-351B15, bE195D5 
bE283A11 CU861969 66,280,749 66,437,971 bE156H10, bE226P16 
bE281C17 CU915332 66,885,449 67,042,671 PigI-165A11, bE164H17 
bE251B18 CU463193 66,982,201 67,151,517 bE164H17, bE132J10 
bE102M20 CU694542 67,127,329 67,308,739 bE132J10, bE39O21 
bE24O6 CU915469 67,447,820 67,623,183 RP44-441P12, bE217P6 
bE72B19 CU855585 67,732,029 67,877,157 RP44-388H3, bE138N21 
bE358G15 CU462954 67,895,298 68,052,520 RP44-249K7, bE1O13 
bE229P12 CU457639 68,034,379 68,179,507 bE1O13, bE263E7 
bE34G22 CU467896 68,131,131 68,288,353 bE263E7, bE255I20 
bE508P2 CU914516 
68,270,212 68,475,810 bE255I20, bE187H4, 
bE149O12 
bE7B3 CU467800 68,445,575 68,645,126 bE149O12, bE218A3 
bE64E9 CU424457 68,693,502 68,862,818 bE159A3, bE198G7 
bE359K24 CU855719 
68,832,583 69,038,181 bE198G7, bE19L5, 
bE196C11 
bE45H20 CU914454 
68,929,335 69,147,027 bE198G7, bE19L5, 
bE196C11 
bE45B4 CU856605 
69,104,698 69,274,014 bE196C11, bE45B4, 
bE126G15 
bE345I17 CU582781 69,237,732 69,467,518 bE126G15, RP44-340H19 
bE339J4 CU928451 69,872,667 70,054,077 bE514M6 
bE307O6 CU633950 69,993,607 70,199,205 Telomeric of bE514M6 
bE277B4 CU407187 
70,090,359 70,271,769 Overlaps telomerically with 
bE307O6 by 108,846 bp 
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Table 7.  Accessioned BAC clones selected for the final minimum tiling path across the putative 
HSA12/22/12 breakpoint region.   
 
BAC Clone Accession No. 
bE283A11 CU861969 
bE7B3 CU467800 
bE64E9 CU424457 
bE45H20 CU914454 
bE45B4 CU856605 
bE345I17 CU582781 
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Table 8.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-195D5 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 209,628 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 11261 2027 
 
1665 
 
3164235 
 
3164593  
1 11362 17804 2916 1151 3147058 3149976 TEAD4 
1 17905 47933 18410 7575 3120145 3131191 TEAD4 
2 48034 112645 
64293 11556 2994433 3073264 
C12orf32, 
TULP3, TEAD4 
2 112746 118192 
3548 3363 2986197 2986383 
FOXM1, 
C12orf32 
2 118293 128629 8611 628 2973334 2983735 FOXM1 
2 128730 158046 
23075 1878 2943784 2969399 
NRIP2, 
LOC100507424, 
FOXM1 
2 158147 198629 30478 5513 2906728 2933119 FKBP4, ITGF2 
Unnumbered 198730 205871 1664 1380 3103883 3104167 TEAD4 
Unnumbered 205972 209628 2267 1702 3091410 3092000 TEAD4 
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Table 9.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-283A11 contigs with human chromosomes 12 and 
22.  Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” 
column.  “Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 181,587 bp insert spanned 
by the contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the 
within-contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ 
columns.  The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the 
contig being discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human 
genome region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
Unnumbered 1 38339 25587 622 2906728 2933119 
FKBP4, 
ITFG2 
1 38440 60929 13454 638 9571333 9586014 DDX12P 
1 61030 70086 6692 6136 77710 78257  
1 70187 93504 6947 6564 67332 67697  
1 93605* 96675*      
Unnumbered 96776 145453 10521 6997 9440736 9446513 LOC642846 
Unnumbered 145554 156193 9784 10333 197982 198546 IQSEQ3 
Unnumbered 
(HSA12) 156294 168892 11274 9910 175830 177194 IQSEQ3 
Unnumbered 
(HSA22) 156294 168892 6764 6938 19043848 19044027 DGCR2 
Unnumbered 168993 181587 513 12120 201811 224536 IQSEQ3 
 
 
*no alignments with the human genome 
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Table 10.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-281C17 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 192,807 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 11065 11060 5788 1015145 1020699 WNK1 
1 11166 17695 6514 1 1005595 1013655 WNK1 
1 17796 99663 73489 36 922710 1005591 WNK1 
1 99764 123482 18664 18398 898352 898631 WNK1 
2 123583 134707 701 113 889552 890128 WNK1 
2 134808 144175 9365 5126 862979 868408 WNK1 
2 144276 165389 19631 2385 847626 860018  
3 165490 172117 1371 4473 807985 812079  
3 172218 178708 2473 2635 818386 818544  
4 178809 185244 5767 2222 836985 840363  
4 185345 192807 6975 6543 831665 832106  
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Table 11.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-251B18 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 181,923 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 43610 18839 3 1135795 1154593 ERC1 
1 43711 81018 30309 245 1064198 1100740 
LOC100130219, 
ERC1 
1 81119 181923 95920 28898 964300 1040534 WNK1, RAD52 
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Table 12.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-102M20 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 175,948 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 75803 74047 1509 1240936 1375516 
LOC100421479, 
ERC1 
1 75904 175948 76214 943 1136795 1228035 ERC1 
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Table 13.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-24O6 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 181,064 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
Unnumbered 1 96168 8459 76353 1479055 1553998 ERC1 
1 96269 105806 8881 95 1704450 1709451  
1 105907 137527 13597 4 1688807 1702213 FBXL14 
1 137628 155784 18157 2729 1640053 1655374  
1 155885 181064 20707 3884 1603449 1634214 
ERC1, 
LOC100292680 
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Table 14.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-72B19 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 84,562 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 2540 1782 3 2096270 2097906 DCP1B 
1 2641 5183 2529 2176 2090976 2091316 DCP1B 
1 5284 8019 1496 1216 2086702 2086998 DCP1B 
1 8120 10499      
1 10600 15208 4402 4 2082214 2086376 DCP1B 
1 15309 19633 2164 1900 2076887 2077153 DCP1B 
1 19734 22816 3082 793 2070771 2072635 DCP1B 
1 22917 25501 1717 268 2058250 2060725 DCP1B 
2 25602 29916 29 4028 1987796 1993490 CACNA2D4 
2 30017 34491 1312 1690 2033727 2034222  
2 34592 36832 2070 2096 10358720 10358746  
3 36933 40415 2761 1905 1983030 1983883 CACNA2D4 
3 40516 42969 1117 8 1980986 1982085 CACNA2D4 
4 43070 45175      
4 45276 48569 2717 1151 1963109 1965411 CACNA2D4 
5 48670 51297 468 1010 2102423 2103095 DCP1B 
5 51398 53956 13 2331 2110412 2113612 DCP1B 
Unnumbered 54057 57427 298 3335 1946711 1950913 CACNA2D4 
Unnumbered 57528 59791 633 2122 1936065 1938053 
CACNA2D4, 
LRTM2 
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Table 14 (cont.) 
 
Unnumbered 59892 62369 731 544 1900438 1900617  
Unnumbered 62470 66558 511 3683 1906583 1910818 CACNA2D4 
Unnumbered 66659 69397 1906 531 1888786 1890261 ADIPOR2 
Unnumbered 69498 72145 2041 307 1921632 1923001 CACNA2D4 
Unnumbered 72246 74591 911 721 1887012 1887202 ADIPOR2 
Unnumbered 74692 79704 20 4759 1923724 1930474 CACNA2D4, LRTM2 
Unnumbered 79805 82130 1115 1034 1959660 1959741 CACNA2D4 
Unnumbered 82231 84562 880 2109 2015972 2017210 CACNA2D4 
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Table 15.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-358G15 contig with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chain to which the contig belongs is listed in “Fragment” column.  “Start” and “Finish” 
columns contain the coordinates of the 204,679 bp insert spanned by the contig represented in 
the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-contig coordinates that 
correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  The coordinates listed 
in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being discussed aligns.  The 
Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome region with which each 
contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 204679 17777 199101 2139497 2393580 CACNA1C 
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Table 16.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-229P12 contig with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chain to which the contig belongs is listed in “Fragment” column.  “Start” and “Finish” 
columns contain the coordinates of the 214,301 bp insert spanned by the contig represented in 
the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-contig coordinates that 
correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  The coordinates listed 
in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being discussed aligns.  The 
Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome region with which each 
contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 204679 17777 199101 2139497 2393580 CACNA1C 
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Table 17.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-34G22 contigs with human chromosomes 12 and 
22.  Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” 
column.  “Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 215,547 insert spanned by 
the contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
Unnumberd 
(HSA12) 1 168574 5071 160583 2593956 2807113 
CACNA1C, 
RPS6P18, 
LOC100652846 
1 168675 180475 9412 10371 17583027 17585719 IL17RA 
1 180576 187936 364 425 17590459 17590520 IL17RA 
1 188037 200365 11935 12262 17618921 17619251 CECR5 
1 200466 205700 2276 2529 17621873 17622126 CECR5 
1 205801 209853 1212 3260 17628331 17631416 CECR5 
1 209954 215547 1662 2697 17647600 17671722 CECR1 
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Table 18.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-508P2 contig with human chromosomes 12.  
Fragment chain to which the contig belongs is listed in “Fragment” column.  “Start” and “Finish” 
columns contain the coordinates of the 31,997 bp insert spanned by the contig represented in the 
row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-contig coordinates that 
correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  The coordinates listed 
in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being discussed aligns.  The 
Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome region with which each 
contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
 1 31997 5453 12116 2800064 2807143 
CACNA1C, 
LOC100652846 
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Table 19.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-7B3 contigs with human chromosome 22.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 178,270 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 34466 659 881 17793613 17793838  
1 34567 58070 1549 1864 17852692 17852992  
2 58171 81060 18478 499 17950880 17971915 CECR5 
2 81161 84558 2313 2157 17929609 17929778  
2 84659 98107 13028 2584 17918358 17924184  
2 98208 115830 3718 1161 17912265 17916537  
3 115931 125762 6306 5451 18082782 18084088 ATP6V1E1 
3 125863 127944 1125 625 18077084 18077829 ATP6V1E1 
3 128045 157456 19776 653 18018678 18075514 
CECR5, 
SLC25A18, 
ATP6V1E1 
Unnumbered 157557 160238      
Unnumbered 160339 164757 950 769 17983874 17984054 CECR5 
Unnumbered 164858 176053      
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Table 20.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-64E9 contigs with human chromosome 22.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 175,959 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 26902 18587 12104 18426928 18433938 MICAL3 
1 27003 30432 3001 1977 18409359 18410333 MICAL3 
1 30533 33215 2369 1646 18405884 18406596 MICAL3 
2 33316 36688 2113 1923 18396455 18396655 MICAL3 
2 36789 61429 22885 6056 18371796 18389280 MICAL3 
2 61530 67295 4212 3945 18363898 18364174 MICAL3 
2 67396 86787 17720 137 18347438 18362650 MICAL3 
2 86888 160171 48445 1293 18273954 18343107 
MICAL3, 
LOC100506240 
2 160272 165073 3736 2234 18243301 18244089 BID 
2 165174 167894      
2 167995 175959 3356 3216 18226654 18226794 BID 
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Table 21.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-359K24 contigs with human chromosome 22.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 174,424 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 2850 2081 1 18604244 18604451 TUBA8 
1 2951 8907 947 783 18599977 18600143 TUBA8 
1 9008 48483 26921 4630 18556249 18591130 PEX26 
Unnumbered 48584 59071 4250 3864 18539067 18539447  
Unnumbered 59172 83907      
Unnumbered 84008 86478 1493 1786 18526622 18526777  
Unnumbered 86579 166202 75898 21844 18405890 18474611 
MICAL3, 
MIR648 
Unnumbered 166303 174424 8028 1697 18388297 18396655 MICAL3 
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Table 22.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-45H20 contigs with human chromosomes 12 and 
22.  Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” 
column.  “Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 212,750 bp insert spanned 
by the contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the 
within-contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ 
columns.  The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the 
contig being discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human 
genome region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
 1 25860 4774 5184 18566104 18566518 PEX26 
1 
(HSA12) 25961 34880 8034 8918 34251904 34252867  
1 
(HSA12) 34981 40786 266 1261 34257411 34258346  
2 
(HSA12) 40887 60137 5567 6213 38937757 38938392  
2 
(HSA12) 60238 75212 1 824 38952489 38953329  
 75313 97298 16967 18310 18642925 18644695 USP18 
 98399 162328 12186 16241 18652604 18659648 USP18 
HSA12 162429 191583 10574 9913 49522040 49522701 
LOC100288366, 
TUBA1B 
 162429 191583 2183 14275 18599977 18613935 TUBA8 
HSA12 191684 209814 14067 13188 38850003 38850928  
 209915 212750      
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Table 23.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-45B4 contigs with human chromosomes 12 and 
22.  Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” 
column.  “Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 163,776 bp insert spanned 
by the contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the 
within-contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ 
columns.  The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the 
contig being discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human 
genome region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 82864 6397 80069 38937757 39048022 CPNE8 
1 
(HSA22) 1 82864 41078 40292 30005022 30005804 
NF2, 
LOC100420665 
1 82965 157323 12387 64272 39069084 39125105 CPNE8 
 157424 163776 511 4843 39137664 39141429 CPNE8 
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Table 24.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-345I17 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 175,473 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
 1 4202 449 4149 39095921 39101663 CPNE8 
 4303 175473 9963 164397 39117538 39268381 CPNE8 
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Table 25.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-339J4 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 170,791 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
1 1 39493 14517 36431 39927339 39948032 ABCD2 
1 39594 85184 2855 41535 39967391 40001667 ABCD2 
 85285 89183 29 3899 40008915 40013292 ABCD2 
 89284 170791 1653 58074 40016242 40078790 C12orf40 
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Table 26.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-307O6 contigs with human chromosome 12.  
Fragment chains to which each contig belongs, if applicable, are listed in “Fragment” column.  
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 163,774 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
 1 156374 3223 154505 39993720 40158804 
ABCD2, 
C12orf40, 
SLC2A13 
 156475 163774 292 5028 40158862 40164974 SLC2A13 
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Table 27.  Alignment of repeat-masked CH242-277B4 contig with human chromosome 12.    
“Start” and “Finish” columns contain the coordinates of the 184,540 bp insert spanned by the 
contig represented in the row.  The Fragment 5’ and Fragment 3’ columns contain the within-
contig coordinates that correspond to the coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns.  
The coordinates listed in the HSA 5’ and HSA 3’ columns are those with which the contig being 
discussed aligns.  The Genes column contains genes or other loci within the human genome 
region with which each contig aligns.   
 
Fragment Start 
(bp) 
Finish 
(bp) 
Fragment 
5’ 
Fragment 
3’ 
HSA 5’ HSA 3’ Genes/loci 
 1 184540 178981 41633 40157972 40303365 SLC2A13 
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